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?thstract 

The thesis is divided into four sections. In the first section 

is a review of the literature on the node of action of botulinum 

toxin. In addition to reference of others' work, the published 

reports of the author are also cited. This is done both to give 

perspective to the author's research against the background of the 

existing literature, as well as to note research from our lab that 

is not quoted later in the thesis. 

The second section considers the problem of whether botulinum 

toxin can act on the central nervous system. It is reported that 

the toxin can exert an effect on the brain. Notably, the EEG can 

be depressed and the levels of acetylcholine can be elevated. The 

concentration and activity of acetylcholinesterase are not altered. 

The results are not entirely clearcut, however. It appears that 

the brain results are attributable to a degradation product of cry-

stalline botulinum toxin rather than to the crystalline toxin or to 

a-neurotoxin (a chromatographic fractionation particle). 

• .• 	 In the third section, the hypothesis that bdtulinum toxin acts 

by interfering with the role of 5-hydroxyLryptairine (5-HT) in 

• 	cholinergic transmission is considered. The data don't support 
I 

the hypothesis. Studies on the isolated neuromuscular junction, 

plus in vivo distribution studies on radio-tagged 5-HT, tend to 

eliminate the cholinergic junction. These, along with pharmaco-

logical results, have pointed to a rather obscure interaction 

between 5-HT and botulinun toxin. It appears that mice, given 
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T well before challenge with toxin, will survive longer than 

non-S--FIT, toxin challenged mice. The prolonged survival is due, 

in part, to 5-FIT induced edema. Edema in experimental mice 

causes loss of circulating toxin and thus a diminished probabi- 
'p 

lity that toxin can be distributed to peripheral cholinergic 

• synapses. 

• 	Section four atiempts to hybridize the results of the 

• 	 previous . two sections. ?nimals were given botulinum toxin in 

the cxmpany of edenDgenic compounds. It was hoped that the 

latter compounds might cause cerral edema and -thus permit 

passage of crystalline toxin into  the brain. Determination of 

success was made both electrophysiologically and histologically. 

Unfortunately, toxin could not be detected in the brain by either 

technique. 

Efforts are now being made to isolate the degradation product 

of botulinum toxin which acts on brain. Thelong-term intention 

of the program is that localization of brain-bound toxin could 

represent a tentative localization of brain chólinergic synapses. 

'p 
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I. Introduction 

Were any investigator of botulinum toxin asked to describe the 

• 	 poison's taste, he would indeed be faced with a challenging question. 

It is unlikely there are surviving withesses who could testify with 

regards to the taste of the toxin. Because the agent is so excep-

tionally lethal, a quantity sufficient to stimulate the palate would 

surely be fatal to an unprotected individual or animal If the 

approximation of 0 5-5 0 ugm toxin per human oral lethal dose is 

correct (Lamanna and Carr, 1967; Zacks et. al., 1968), then a 5 ml 

volume of ingested fluid need contain only 10 9M toxin. A molarity 

of 10 is several orders of magnitude beneath that needed to stimulate 

even the most sensitive of taste receptors. 

This observation is, in one sense, revealing; and in another 

• 	sense, curious. Administration of botulinum toxin to experirrental 

animals via intraperitoneal, intrasystemic, as well as oral routes 

has revealed the toxin as the most deadly of all biological poisons. 

Beyond this, it is curious that such a deadly poison, lethal at doses 

far laier than necessary to alert oral senses, is a food poison. 

Botulinum toxin is produced by the organism Clostridium botulinum, 

an organism ubiquitous in soil Contaminated food preparations stored 

in vacuum but not sufficiently heat treated to destroy the clostridia 

provide an airple environrrent for toxin production. The toxin is not 

known to serve any function in the economy of the organism. It is 

frequently spoken of as. an exotoxin, but more likely it is a degradation 
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product: of the organisms' msmbrane (Boroff, 1955, Duda and Slack, 1969) 

In any event, a oontminat.ed foodstuff does not need to harbor a large 

culture in order for subsequent ingestion of the foodstuff to be calam-

itous. Current belief is that poisoning, as a clinical phencnon, is 

entirely related to ingestion of preford toxin, botulism is a form of ,  

intoxication and not a bacterial infection (Lamanna and Carr, 1967). 

The reasons for delving into the mode of action of botulinun toxin 

are obvious The potential for accidentally incurring the ailnent are 

ever present, and protective and therapeutic neasures rest partly on 

identifying the agents and actions involved Furthermore, the poison 

is a source of intrigue to the pathophysiologist, for such small doses 

can terminate an animal Finally, the toxin is now coming into use as 

an experinental tool in neuroresearch It behooves the researcher to 

know, as precisely as possible, the molecular and biochemical events in, 

which botulinum toxin participate 

Characterization of the Botulinum Toxin ?blecule 

Botulinum toxin . has two distinct and independent actions; it 

paralyzes cholinergic synaptic transmission and it agglutinates red 

blood cells Only recently have these two properties been separated 

and made available for independent study. Many original investigations 

designed to characterize the botulinum molecule dealt with the hetero-

geneous neurotoxin-hemagglutinin aggregate Although the hemagglutinin 

property appears to be a more honx)geneous entity, the neurotoxin is 

produced in several immunologically distinct forms and designated types 

A, B, Ca and CB, D, E, and F. With the possible exceptions of types C'. 

and C, there appears to be little cross-reactivity between type specific 
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antitoxin and heterologous type toxin. Organisms are not totipotential 

in their ability to produce toxins. A single strain produces but one 

type, this being true also for Ca and C. 

Studies specific in their intention, of describing botulinum toxin 

have ctxe principally from four groups of investigators, and have 

occurred in a tenuously chronological order. The aggregate molecule 

from type A toxin was first crystallized in 1946 by Abrams et. al., 

and Lamanna et. al., both in the Army Biolabs at Fort Detrick. The 

work was natntous for several reasons, nairely: (i) crystallization 

of the toxin suggests a definable molecule upon which to conduct'., 

investigations, (ii) the work represented the first successful 

crystallization of a supposed bacterial exotoxin, and (iii) these 

investigations, in conrt with those on diphtëria toxin and tetanus 

toxin, were bulwarks in verifying the protein nature of bacterial 

toxins. Botulinum crystals were described as needle-shaped, homogeneous 

in appearance and in electrophretic mobility, and lethal to the extent 

of approximately 2 x 10 8LD50  (mouse) per mg nitrogen. A molecular 

weight estimation of 1,000,000 was given. 'I'pes B (Laiuianna and Glassman, 

1947;,  	Duff et. al ., 1957) D (Cardella et. 	.. 1960), and E (Gordon 

et. al., 1957; Gerwing et. al., 1964) toxins have subsequently been 

isolated to rather high purity, but not crystallized 

The Fort Detrick group, having purified the botulinum type A molecule, 

proceeded to describe its molecular weight and homogenity of size (Kegeles, 

1946; Putnam et. al., 1946) ,. its elerrental . and amino acid cosition 

(Buehler et. al., 1947), and its physicochernical properties (Putnam et.al ., 

1948). The data, though very enlightening in terms of analytical and 

physical chemistry, did not provide any iirrdiate clues regarding the 

poison's mode of action. 



According to what Lamanna and Carr (1967) have called the "dortiron i. 

sense notion" ,one would not expect that arnolecule of weight 1,000,000 

could survive the rigors of the gastro-intestinal tract, plus diffusion 

across xteznbranous barriers, intact. Indeed, this question was raised 

by a second group of investigators, also at the Army Biolabs, who 

irtenced a series of ultracentrifugal analyses of the crystalline 

type A molecule (Wagman and Bateman, 1951; Wagman and Bateman, 1953; 

Wagman, 1954; and Wagman, 1963). In altering both the pH and the ionic 

strength of solutions containing botulinum toxin, they provided céntrif-

ugal observations pointing to the heterogenity of the crystalline molecule. 

I'breover, it was possible tentatively to underscore a low molecular weight 

fraction as being neurotoxin, and a high molecular weight fraction as being 

hernagglutinin. ; Pkése data were closely in keeping with in viva studies 

Both Heckly et. a]. (1960) and Hi]debrand et, al. (1961)deironstrated that. 

neurótoxin present in the body fluids of poisoned animals was rnarkedly.. 

smaller than the crystalline aggregate. 

On the weight of evidence gathered by the two groups at Detrick, the 

first isolating and describing crystalline toxin and the second fracLionat-

ing the crystals into their ccxponent properties, several ccients seem 

justified. They are that botulinum toxin is isolatable, that the crystal-

line molecule is conposed of neurotaxic and hemaglutinating fractions ; and 

that neither fraction seems dependent upon the other to exert its pathologic 

influence. In deferenceto this evidence, it seems appropriate to clarify 

narenclature. Thus, botulinum toxin refers to the crystalline aggregate 

molecule; botulinur neurotaxin refers to the conent which para1yzs 

cholinergic synaptic transmission but does not lyse or clump red blood 
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cells; botulinum hemagglutinin refers to the canponent which agglutinates 

erythrocytes. 

An ambitious atteit to isolate and to characterize botulinum neuro-

toxin has been undertaken by Dr. Geiwing and her associates in Canada. 

Working initially with type E toxin, and subsequently with types A and 

B, this'group purports having separated neurotOxin from other contaim- 

inants. Using DEE cellulose columns for separation of the aggregate 

molecule, and ultracentrifugal analyses for hctogeneity estimates, these 

workers have "purified" neurotoxins E, A and B and given molecular 

weights of 18,600, 12,200 and 9,000-10,000, respectively (Geiwing et al 

1964; Gerwing et. al., 1965; Gei:wing et. al., 1966). Certainly these 

molecular weights are more prcmising in terns of amino acid sequence 

analysis and tertiarj structure determination than the aggregate of 

weight 1,000 , 000. Indeed, attempts have already been made at deciphering 

which amino acids contribute to the reactive portion of the molecule, and 

what may be an amino acid sequence in a portion .of the molecule (Gerwing 

et. al., 1966; Gerwing et. al., 1967). 

In spite of this attractive beginning, several stern criticisms have 

been raised about the foregoing work. Most frequently noted is that it 

is not apparent from publications of the Canadian group that the fraction 

tested for centrifugal homogeneity, and concomitantly for molecular weight, 

• 	was tested for toxicity. Toxicity testing was done with sanles other than 

those identified in the ultracentrifuge. Besides, a study undertaken. 

specifically to evaluate the data of Gerwing et. al. produced profoundly 

different observations (Boroff et. al., 1968). Notably, the latter in-

vestigation, in studying both supposedly harogeneous type B toxin supplied 
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by Dr. Gerwing, as well as material prepared by the methods of Gerwing 

et al , found the "purified" neurotoxin to contain several fractions 

This was evident both in co1uru chromatographic fractionation and in 

Oucthterlony gel double-diffusion tests. The toxic component was shn 

to weigh more in the order of 100,000 than 10,000. In view of these 

criticisms,little confidence can yet be given to the reports of a small 

mlecular weight botulinii neurotoxin. 

The fourth group to invest itself in unraveling the botulinun toxin 

nolecule is that of Boroff and DasGupta Their initial report (1966) 

denonstrated that botulinum toxin could be chromatográphicafly fractionated, 

and that by altering the ionic strength of chloride ions on a DFJ\E Sephadex 

column, two components were obtained. The corrponents were labeled a, with 

an approximate nolecular weight of 150 1 000; and 6, with an approximate 

rrolecular weight of 500,000. The a fraction was highly toxic, being 

nearly 5 times as lethal on a rrg protein basis as the unfractionated 

botulinum toxin. The fraction appeared to contain the botulinum 

hemagglutinin activity. An alternative technique has since been developed 

for separating the components, this using a linear gradient of phosphate 

buffer as. eluent (DasGupta and Boroff, 1967). Data were comparable to 

those obtained using a chloride gradient Ultracentifugal analysis has 

reasonably verified earlier estimates of botulinum neurotoxin weight, 

the centrifugal value being, about 128,000.. (Boroff et. al., 1966). 

This line of research appears to be very encouraging. Although 

several techniques for isolating and estimating the nolecular weight of 

botulinun neurotoxin were employed, the data have been quite conpatible. 

Other laboratories have detected neurotbxin fractions which closely.  
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approximate the 128,000-150,000 figure (Freiman et. Eli., 1967; Zacks 

et. al., 1968). Particularly fascinating was the estimate of the neuro-

toxin's dinnstions (DasGupta and Boroff, 1968). A physicochemical 

determination produced arrean di&eter of 96 A°, a number in remarkable 

agreemant with histological data (Zacks et. al., 1962). 

Extending beyond available data requires a sequence of steps. They 

are: A) Attempts should be made to reproduce the observations of Boroff 

and DasGupta. If reproducibility is evident, then the a fraction should 

be used as prototype for subsequent examination of botulinum neurotoxin. 

Efforts should be made to determine if types B through F botuiinun 

toxin will similarly yield a fractions which are alike or even identical. 

Botulinum hernagglutinin can be removed from a crystalline preparation 

by exhaustive exposure to errthrocytes (see Lamanna, 1959). It would be 

interesting to see if the non-reactive residuum of the crystalline toxin 

is a-like. 

Botulinurn Hemagglutinin 

The ability of botulinum toxin to agglutinate red blood cells was 

first characterized by Larnanna (1948). The work successfully demonstrated 

that the hemagglutinating titre and neurotoxin titre of a preparation 

could be independently manipulated, thus anticipating later fractionation 

of botulinum toxin. The demonstration was straightforward. Chicken 

erythrocytes were exposed to botulinum toxin, the agglutinated cells were 

centrifuged off, and the remaining suspension was tested for toxicity. The 

resulting neuroparalytic titre was not diminished 

In distinction to neurotoxin, the hemagglutinating property shavis 

degrees of cross reactivity. antisera specific to type A or B botulinum 
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toxin will cross neutralize heterologous hemagglutinin •(Lamanna and 

Lenthal, 1951). The situation is analagous for types C and D toxin 

(Sterne, 1954). Type E antisera has not been shown to react with any 

other than homologous type toxin, and therefore is specific to E 

hemagglutinin (Lamanna, 1959). Type F has not been investigated 

thoroughly. Pntisera to type F produced several precipitation lines 

cormxn to antisera for types A and B when type F botulinum toxin was 

tested. However, the possibility that this represented hemagglutlnin 

cross reactivity was not explored (Rezepov, 1967). 

Hemagglutinin has not been isolated for study. Investigations 

have enployed either supernatant from clostridial cultures or crystalline 

botulinurn toxin The agent has been shown effective against red blood 

cells of all animals tested, except the cat (Sinpson et. al., 1968. This 

observation was produced using the fraction It is not yet clear if 

fraction represents exclusively hemagglutinin). 

• The activity of hemagglutinin is stable at salt concentrations of.  

0.107-0.243 M and at pH values of 6.0-8.5. (Lowenthal. and Lamanna, 1951) 

It is unlikely that any physiological situation would perturb red cell 

clumping. Hemagglutinin is more heat stable but less pH stable than neuro-

toxin. Apparently cohesion of aggregate botulinum molecule is pH dependent 

(Lowenthal and Lamanna, 1953). At acid levels, agglutination of red cells 

will causea companion loss of toxicity. At alkaline pH, toxicity is not 

lost in the clunping process Although no intion is made, earlier 

successful separation of 'hemagglutinin and neurotoxin (see above) must:.. 

have been conducted in an alkaline environnent 
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• 	 The mechanism of agglutination is not known,though suggestive 

experiments are available (LcMenthal and Lamanna, 1953). The 

hmagglutinin binds reversibly to red blood cells The consequence is 

that a clurred preparation may be washed and subsequently reclunped by 

a different preparation. Proteolytic enzes destroy the binding 

capacity of red cells, and the binding is influenced by the nature and 

concentration of ions present. The data point to an adsorbtion phenomenon. 

The capacity of botulinum toxin to bind erythrocytes is of marginal 

miportance to the pathologist, because it is not contributory to the 

disease state of botulism. However, it may be worthtqhile to examine the 

efficacy of hemagglutinin in several animal species. The single specie 

unaffected is the cat, and this animal is remarkably resistant to 

botulinal poisoning. If neurotoxin must be separated from the parent 

nolecule before it paralyzes cholinergic synapses, as dimension studies 

cited above suggest, then a reasonable question occurs. Can resistance 

be partially explained by the tardy separation of the two conponents of 

botulinum toxin? Even if the answer were negative, the research producing 

the answer would contribute to our poor understanding of hemagglutinin-

neurotoxin binding in vivo. 

Target Organs of Botulinum Neurotoxin 

Clincical synptoms are a first index for the experimentalist 

attenpting to divine a poison' s node of action Dizziness and lethargy, 

• 	 general locTtor dysfunction, and eventual respiratory collapse were 

taken as signs that botulinum toxin could produce a severe central 

nervous system (CNS) lesion Accordingly, initial explorations by 

pathologists sought defects within the brain or neuraxis. As reviewed 
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by Wright (1955), the various searches were fruitless. In retrospect, 

one might comment that even if there were a CNS defect, the initial 

explorers were not equipped with methods adequate for detection of such. 

Although preceeded by other reports, the manuscripts of Dickson and 

Shevky (1923 a,b) were incisive in unveiling the site of action of 

botulinum neurotoxin (Little physiological research has been conducted 

using purified neurotoxin. However, the author will use this term 

because the studies included in this and the following section clearly 

deal with neuroparalysis and not with hemagglutination.) DissatisfIed. 

with attempts at correlating CNS histological abnormalities and bàtulinal 

symptoms, Dickson and Shevky examined the peripheral nervous system (PNS) 

for possible. labile sites.: Using cats, dogs and rabbits, they reported a 

series of unified findings. Several organs, innervated by what is now 

classified as the parasympathetic division of the autononiic nervous 

system, were found defective in their responsiwess to neurogenic stirrn.ali 

during experimental poisoning. Specifically., there was a deficit in 

(i) cardiac inhibition following vagal stimulation, (ii) intestinal 

augmentation following vagal stimulation,. (iii) salivation following 

stimulation of the chorda tympani, (iv) bladder contraction and penis 

errection after stimulation of the nervous erigens, and (v) pupillary 

constriction following oculbnotor nerve stimulation. All experiments 

were petforird on decerebrate preparations. The relation between the sé 

findings and clinical botulism were clear, because onset' of illness and 

onset .of failures were concorrrnit. Efforts designed to reveal defects in 

the sympathetic system nt with negative results. 
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In their second report (1923b), Dickson and Shevky pointed out 

several sites at which botulism was not producing anoinalies. It became 

• 	clear that the CNS, sensory fibers, and peripheral organs themselves 

were not affected. Nevertheless, striate muscle showed diminished 

responsiveness after neurogenic stimuli. From these findings there 

emerged the dual concept that netroparalysis was occuring at the region 

of the end-organ, or synaptic junction, and that only cholinergic 

end-organs were susceptible to poisoning Virtually all sysptaris, both 

clinical and experimental, can be acctodated by the concepts just men-

tioned, including death due to paralysis of the phrenic nerve-diaragm 

junction. 

Later reports were confirmatory in citing the cholinergic end-

organ as the target of: botulinal poisoning (Bishop and Bronfénbrenner, 

1936; Guyton and MacDonald, 1947; Burgen et. al., 1949). It rapidly 

became clear that no concentration of toxin could disrupt nervous 

propagation except at the synapse. Burgeri et. al., (1949), therefore, 

proceeded to examine the kinetics of botulinal activity in an isolated 

• 	neurcxnuscular preparation, the so-called isolated rat phrenic nerve- 

diaphragm preparation of Btllbring (1946). Several of the findings are 

extremely interesting. • It was noted that the Q 10  of paralysis reflected 

• 	an underlying chemical reaction. Thgether with this, it was found that 

• 	binding of toxin is quite rapid and remarkablr firm. Nerve-diaphragms 

exposed to poison for at least five minutes could be washed• without 

• altering the onset of synaptic failure. Corollary to these data was the 

observation that tissue bathed for a short time in a toxic medium could 

not be protected by addition of anti-serum. Probably antiserum can 
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neutralize free toxin, but it is inactive against toxin bound to tissue.. 

Perhaps as helpful as the data was the introduction of the phrenic nerve- 

diaphragm as a preparation for studying paralysis. In addition to the 	
I.' 

convenience and hardiness of the tissue, it ses appropriate to be work- 

ing at the site whose ultimate failure is the cause of death in botulism. 

Due to a series of eiectrophysio1ogical studies, the tips of the 

cnolinergic fibers were identified as the target for neurotoxin (Stover 

et.al., 1953; Brooks, 1954; 1956). The literature has not progressed 

beyond this point in terms of defining the nature of a site to which the 

poison can bind. The study of Zacks et. . al. (1962), localiing injected.. 

conjugates of botulinum toxin and ferritin by .electronmicros copy, con-

firnd little other than that toxin specifically situates itself within 

the cholinergic synaptic interspace. The bulk of research has tended 

to expand the nunber of cholinergic synapses at which a neuroparalytic 

effect has been withessed. I½mbaáhe (1949., 1951) has extensively studied 

the poisoned oCular apparatus E&ernal ocular, muscles and pupillary 

constriction, failed to be elicited by nervous stimulation in intoxicated 

animals. In contradistinction, adrenergic fibers, as evidenced by 

pupillary dilation, were resistant. Both ?znbache (1951) and Kupfer 

(1958), dennstrated a toxic influence .on ganglionic transmission. HiltOn 

and Lewis (1955) confiriréd earlier work by shing chorda tympani 

stimu1aticn to be ineffective at the distal organ after neurotoxin. Like-

wise, ?inbache and Lessin (1955) withessed partial intestincwtor'difficu1ty. 

It has been c1,aiEd that excitability of the carotid sinus and vasrotor 

center is depressed by botulinun toxin (Gromakovskaya, 1955). It becones 
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obvious that a number of cholinergic junctions have been tested, and 

none has proven resistant to paralysis by neurotoxin. 

It should be mentioned that neurotoxin produces conspicuous 

changes in the physiology of cholinergically innervated organs, par-

ticularly muscle, but this is due to an indirect rather than to a 

direct action (see review by Guth, 1968). In 1959, Axeisson and 

Thes left described the phencnon of supersensitivity in skeletal 

muscle. The term 'supérsensitivity" refers to the fact that in a 

chronically denervated marrnalian skeletal muscle, the area of muscle 

membrane sensitive to acetylcholine (ACh) is widespread beyond the 

endplate region. In the normally innervated muscle, the endplatë region 

is exclusively receptive to minute quantities of ACh. Thesleff (1960) 

has experimentally derronstrated supersensitivity to ensue in botulinal 

poisoned skeletal muscle. It would seem, that both denervation and 

neurotoxin can remove a trophic factor by which the nerve contains and 

restricts the area of muc1e fiber exquisitely receptive to ACh. Pre-

sumably ACII, or some substance released in the canpany of ACh, is the 

trophic factor. . 	. 

If observation of poisoned skeletal muscle is followed for a 

considerable length of time (> 14 days), atrophy becomes prominent 

(Jirmanova et. al., 1964). Both wet weight of the whole muscle and 

dieter of extrafusal fibers decreases to approximately 60% of controls.. 

There may be a proliferation in the number of muscle cell nuclei Since 

the total number of fibers is lessened in the experimental animals, 

conplete degeneration must occur. Throughout the process of muscle 

atrophy, nerve bundles and individual, nerve fibers survive without 
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detectable histological damage (Thesleff, 1960). The preserved integrity 

of nervous tissue is also true in the clinical situation ('1er, 1963).. 

Supersensitivity of, salivary gland resulting from treathent with 

neurotoxin has been reported by Ertunelin (1961). This is not surprising, 

for denervation will also produce the effect 

Mechanism of Neurotoxin Action 

A. Peripheral cholinergic System 

In scanning the literature pertinent to the nrcde of neurotoxin 

action,one is struck by what appears to be a collective application of:. 

the exclusion principle. The overwhelming bulk of data reflects what 

the poison is not doing, rather than what it is doing Undoubtedly 

this is true for any pharmacological agent whose mechanism of action 

has long eluded experimenters. 

As reported above, neurotoxin does not block propagation of the 

nerve impulse, for the nerve trimk will fire even when respiration has 

ceased (Bishop and Bronfenbrenner, 1936) Many workers have recorded 

that organs continue to respond to direct stimulation even though 

stimulation via the nervous supply is curtailed The first proposal 

which took into account that neurotoxin acts at cholinergic synapses carte 

from Torda and Wolff (1947). They proposed that choline acetylase can be 

strongly inhibited; cholinergic transmission cannot long persist when a 

synthesizing enzyme of ACh is inhibited. Burgen et. al. (1949) investigated 

this possibility, and quickly refuted it. HcMever, the latter workersdid 

find that in paralyzed preparations there was "a diminution in ACh output. 

From this the idea was advanced that toxin, prevents the extrusion of 

transmitter substance by causing 	 ' 
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failure of transmission in the fine, unmyelinated nerve terminals. 

Both Zmbache (1951) and Brooks (1956) experimentally discounted this 

alternative. Brooks favored the proposal that release of ACh is pre-

vented at the terminal of the nerve fiber. 

Besides the possibilities of inhibiting synthesis of ACh or 

inhibiting release of ACh, the possibilities of a postsynaptic activity 

were considered. Data did not support a curariform action, nor were 

postsynaptic receptors desensitized (Guyton and MacDonald, 1947; 

Masland and Ganutn, 1949; Burgen et. al., 1949). Neither is there 

evidence that acetylcholinesterase (AChE) is. affected.. Workers who 

have recorded endplate potentials (e.p.p.) or miniature endplate 

potentials (m. e.p .p.) did not observe alterations in the amplitude or 

duration of such during the onset of synaptic blockade (Brooks, 1956; 

Thesleff, 1960). Especially the m.e.p.p. should be increased in 

amplitude and lengthened in duration were AChE inhibited. Marshall and 

Quinn (1967) claimed ZChE inhibition by toxin in an in vitro system. 

The observation could not be reproduced by Sumyk and Yocum (1968) or 

Simpson and Morito (1969). 

The hypothesis now given credence is that neurotoxin paralyses 

cholinergic synaptic transmission by interfering with some as yet un-

specified step in the release mechanism of AQI. 	. 

Only two hypotheses have been advanced which were airred at explaining 

the means by which neurotoxin could suppress transmitter release. In a 

series of publications (Boroff, 1959; Boroff, .DasGupta and Fleck, 1965; 

Boroff and Fleck, 1967), Boroff has favored the idea that neurotoxin 

could prevent 5-hydroxytrypta'nine (5-lIT) from fulfilling a possible role 
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in cholinergic transmission. This hypothesis was derived from the 

postulated role of 5-UT in membrane transport of calcium (Wooley, 

1958), from the observation that 5-UT is an in vivo antagonist of 

intoxication (Boroff, 1959) and from the reported ijtortance of 

tryptophan in the botulinum toxin nolecule (Boroff and Fleck, 1965). 	 Ile 

Calcium, of course, is an obligatory intermediate in the neurogenic 

release of ACh. Data have not favored the hypothesis. Isolated rat 

phrenic nervediaphragm preparations were not protected by 5-UT (Simpson. 

and Tapp, 1967b). The protective effect of the indoleamine is manifest. 

only in the in vivo situation. Furthermore, the in vivo protective 

activity is not specific to botulinum neurotoxin, for animals poisoned. 

with nereistoxin, curare, or hemicholinium show the 5-UT effect (Simpson, 

1968; SimpsOn and Ivbrinoto, 1969a). . Evidence points to a non-specific 

protective event that is removed from the synaptic environment (Simpson.. 

1969), and denies a role for 5-UT in cholinergic transmission 

Thesleff (1960) observed an e p p in a previously unresponsive 

preparation after addition of twice normal conntrations of calcium 

This observation allowed the hypothesis that neurotoxin could act in a,. 

magnesium-like manner, competitively ithiiting calcium from pratoting 

ACh release. It has been shown that calcium will partially protect 

isolated neuromuscular preparations (Simpson and Tapp, 1967a). However, 

kinetic analyses showed calcium and neurotoxin to be acting at different 

mechanistic sites. Also, the ion effect was best expressed in terms of 

the calcium: magnesium ratiO rather than in terms of either ion singly. 

Calcium seems to increase the probibility of ACh release, and thereby 

indirectly antagonizes neurotoxin (Simpson and Tapp, 1967a; Thesleff, 
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personal carmunication). This conclusion has received both direct 

and indirect support. Hubbard et. al. (1968) have found that there 

exist.two distinct categories of m.e.p.p., one of which is calcium 

dependent and one of which is calcium independent. Electrophysiological 

studies reviewed above have witnessed a corrlete cessation of neuro-

muslar activity during paralysis. Clearly inhibition of calcium 

could not account for the ability of neurotoxin to interrupt all 

activity, since one fraction of m.e.p.p.'s is calcium independent. 

Drachman (1969) has measured the uptake of calcium in isolated 

microsornal preparations. The calcium sequestering power of in! crosares 

.frart nervous tissue is iirervious to toxin. 

B. Peripheral adrenergic system 

There long existed corrlete confidence that neurotoxin acts 

preferentiafly on the cholinergic system, and that it coiletely 

spares the adrenergic system. The belief stemned from experiments which 

showed the syrtpathetic system to be resistant to poisoning (Dickson 

and Shevky, 1923a; Ambache, 1949; Vincenzi, 1967). The single apparent:. 

discrepancy is the sudaiDtor output from the thoracicolumbar chain 

(Pmbache, 1951). But the post-ganglionic fibers in this situation release 

ACh, not a catecholamine, so the theory of bOtulinum neurotoxin action is 

not challenged 

Two related reports have now been published which claim to demonstrate 

that syir?athetic  transmission is impaired by botulinum toxin (Rand and 

Whaler, 1965; Whaler, 1967). If these reports are valid, they would 

necessitate marked revision in thinking about both the mechanism of 
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neurotoxin action and even the pharinacology of synaptic transmission. 

Because of the possible significance of these findings, they will be 

cxnsidered at some length and in the perspective of their presentation. 

The classical theory of neurohurroral transmission holds that when 

a nerve impulse invades a bouton, it initiates a sequence of events 

culminating in a jet-liJe emission of synaptic transmitter substance 

(Extended accounts can be Eound in McLennàn, 1963; Eccles, 1964; Katz, 

1968). In cholinergic fibers an invading inulse causes synchronous 

release of many quanta of ACh; similarly, nerve iirulses cause extrusion 

of norepinephrine (NorE) from adrenergic fibers. Burn and Rand have 

proposed a considerable variation (1959, review 1965) Oweing to a 

similarity of action of many cholinergic drugs at both cholinergic and 

sympathetic, postganglionic synapses, they hypothesize a role for ACh 

in adrenergic transmission. Briefly, the hypothesis sees the nerve 

impulse, at a sympathetic synapse, causing release of ACh, and the ACh 

in turn causing release of NorE. 

In reviewing the data for the Burn and Rand hypothesis, Ferry (1966) 

concludes that of all drugs tested, only hemItholinin (HC-3) and bo.tulinumn 

toxin were truly important. The coirnt evolves from acceptance that::  HC-3 

and b otulirn:nii toxin are highly specific an causing cholinergic dysfunction 

The specificity of HC-3 is now to be questioned As mentioned by Paton 

(1965), HC-3 on a structural basis could easily be interpreted as a 

catecholaminergic poison in addition to being a cholinergic poison. 

Indeed, Wong and long (1967) have reported that a derivative of I-3 will 

potentiate catetholamines. Even more recently, a noncholinergic, intra-

cellular effect of HC-3 was described (1969). HC-3 hardly qualifies as ,a 
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specific disrupter of ACh function, and therefore cannot be con-

fidently used to verify the hypothesis of Burn and Rand. 

In contradistinction, botulinum neurotoxin has been envisioned 

as the epitte of pecificity. No site other than the choilnergic 

synapse is thought to be susceptible. Even Lactobacillus plantarum, 

whith synthesis and releases ACh, is undaunted by neurotoxin. It is 

in the context of the Burn and Rand hypothesis, as well as the concept 

of neurotoxin' s accepted node of action, that one must interpret the 

findings of sympathetic tranission failure reportedly caused by 

toxin (Rand and Whaler, 1965). 

Several synpatheticaliy innervated organs were studied. Twelve 

pairs of isolated vas deferens from guinea pig were examined, one of 

each pair receiving poison and one being a control According to Rand 

and Whaler After 2-5h the contractions were completely, or airrost 

completely, abolished The statement is equivocal, especially since 

failure, or near failure, occured in ten instead of all twelve tests; 

control preparations showed diminished responsiveness over time; and 

one control even became paralyzed. Moreover, that such lengths of time 

were necessary to paralyze tissue bathed in high toxin concentrations 

(>10 4 LD50/rnl) is at variance with observations on cholinergic junctions. 

Finally, and most critiOally, a recognizable component of the hypogastric 

nerve leading into the guinea pig vas deferens is preganglionic, and thus 

cholinergic To what extent failure of transiniss ion in the ganglion 

produced the published results is unknown. 
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Rabbit ileum was also tested, stimulation being through the 

periaxterial nerves. Again there are staterrnts foreign to those 

who have watched paralysis of neuromuscular preparations. Rand. 

and Whaler record that responses "usually disappeared", and that 

17 out of 19 experiments were successful. The author knows of no 

report anywhere in which an isolated cholinergic synapse could.' 

withstand 104L1D50  of botülinum toxin. . . . . . 

The third series of experiments were as unassuring as the first. 

two. The dorsal surface of the cat's tail was shaved such that there 

remained a single row of isolated tufts. Beneath each third tuft was 

injected 2 x lO LD50  toxin. The two neighboring tufts received either 

an equal fluid volume of phosphate buffer or no injection at all 

Approximately one day later the animals were anaesthetized, their 

sacral trunks were exposed, and their pilo-erection was tested. A 

figure in the publication shows toxin-treated tufts failing to respond,. 

However, no rrention is made of whether this picture reveals a universal 

finding, a typical finding, or an isolated finding. The reader is 

infonrd that up to 2 min of stimulation did not evoke responses, but 

what of events beyond 2 mm? And there is a final puzzling aspect to 

the experiment. Cats tested had either a reduded or abolished pupillary 

constrictor reflex, indicating that sufficient neurotoxin had left the 

site of injection to paralyze a distant cholinergic synapse. One must'• 

certainly wonder why a fraction of the 2 x 10 5  LD50  toxin did not migrate 

several millimeters añd.paralyze a nearby control tuft. 

As Rand and 'Whaler indicate in their summing-up, the data are noti 

cortpefling evidence for the hypothesis of cholinergic link in adrenérgic 
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transmission. The poison could influence some step in transmitter 

release other than that of ACh. After reviewing the data, the reader 

would be unreasonable to assine there is even catipelling evidence that 

neuxotoxin blocks sympathetic transmission. The results are far from 

clearcut In fact, one may be on firmer grounds in postulating that 

any blocking activity which did occur was due to the nonspecific effect 

of placing a large, foreign protein in the vicinity of the synapse. If,  

one is to displace accepted ideas on either the exclusively cholinergic 

blocking influence of neurotoxin or the classical views of neurotransmitter 

release, much less dubious results will be required 

• 	C. The central nervous system 

Much to the embarassment of workers in the field, the author included, 

the area of CUS research is surely more replete with confusion and con-

tradiction than any other aspect of neurotoxin research. Not only is 

there disagreement among several investigators, but single individuals 

have also áontradicted the trend of their cn data. 

Earliest attempts at proving the CNS susceptible to malfunction during 

botulism looked for histological damage (see Dickson and Shevky, 1923a. arid 

Wright, 1955 for literature cited). Tissue samples were frequently taken 

from patients expired due to intoxication. Data energed and so did two 

camps of thought-those who were able to detect tissue abnormalities, and 

those who were not. Neither camp held a clear experimental edge. 'In 'their 

studies on the PNS, Dickson and Shevky made the salient introductory remark 

that although some did claim to see CNS abnormalities, the abnormalities 

were in places obscurely related to nervous dys functions. AriTed with• 
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the findings of Dickson and. Shevky, Cowdry and Nicholson (1924) per-

ford a detailed histological study of the CNS from experimentally 

poisoned animals. Their findings were uniformly negative.. Due to 

these experiments, as well as PNS work which points to a biochemical 

rather than anatomical lesion, the spectre of CNS histological de-

rangement has not been revived. 

Contenorary work from the clinic has not been so easily resolved 

Tyler (1963) reported the occurence of an "H reflex" in a case of human 

botulism. Supposedly the H reflex, which is dependent upon damage with-

in the neuraxis before it becomes manifest, suggests a. CNS effect. 

Koenig et al (1967) did not Witness exaggerated H reflexes in patients 

with type B botulism (Tyler' s study did not determine the type botulism 

involved..) They did, though, report conspicuous patient sanriolence.. 

Peripheral cholinergic blockade is a meager account for sleepiness, so 

the clinical situation is still open to question. Fortunately for 

humanity, botulism is sufficiently rare to preclude detailed study.  

Efforts to histologically localize botulinum toxin within the CNS 

have not been unequivocal Pak and Bulatova (1962) prepared S 35-labelled 

type B toxin The unfractionated nDlecule was injected intravenously into 

mice i ny organs, including brain, showed subsequent radioactivity, but 

the relation between these findings and the possibility of selective 

binding at cholinergic synapses is rente • Zacks (1965) examined the 

distribution of fluorescein-labelled botulinum toxin on in vitro sections 

Unfractionated type A toxin did not bind to central nervous tissue. More 

recent in vivo work was similarly unencouraging in showing CNS deposition, 

while the neuromuscular apparatus  was nicely labelled (Zacks et. al.; 1968). 
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These findings raise at least one crucial question. hby,are 

in vitro sections of spinal cord not regionally labelled with tagged 

toxin? The notoneurons which innervate voluntary muscle give off 

many collaterals within the spinal cx)rd, both to synergistic muscle 

nontoneuros and to intèrneurons. If distal notoneuron, i.e. 

cholinergic, synapses are labelled with thxiii, one would expect 

synapses of collaterals to be distinguished too. They do, afterall, 

represent synapses of the sama nerve cells. The question of diffusion 

does not seem pertinent, because in vitro sections do not have functional 

blood-brain-barriers Most certainly this is a problem that should 

receive close examination. 

Several investigations have been designed to maximize the 

probability of disrupting CNS activity during intoxication. On all 

occassions, unfractionated toxin was used. Davies et. al. (1953) made 

direct injections into the brain In contrast to results produced by 

tetanus toxin, botulinum, toxin produced no lobal neurological signs. 

Injection of the poison into the fenoral vein of monkeys evoked an 

astonishing effect, a canpletely flattened electroencephalogram (EEG; 

Polley et. al., 1965; Vidc, 1965). The results were essentially 

replicated by Simpson et. al. (1968) using guinea pigs and cats. 

Tyler (1965) could not reproduce the results. EEG' 5 taken on patients 

with type B botulism were not characteristically abnormal (Koenig 

et al , 1967) 

• 	Three papers have been suggestive that the cholinergic system 

within the CNS is affected. Hart et. al. (1965) found increases in 
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intoxicated rabbit brain levels of ACh. Siirson (1968) reported 

similar changes in rat brain without a conconrnit disruption of the 

EEG. Hatogenized and fractionated brain of intoxicated mice showed 

increased levels of choline and ACh in one fraction, and a diminished 

number of synaptic vesicles, some of which were distended (Saelens, 1965). 

The bulk of study caning from the Soviet Union is caTatible with 

CNS lesions during botulism. Ecenplary studies are those of Mikhailov 

(1956 a, b), Abrosinov (1956) and Ado and Abrosinov (1964). Acute 

experiments were done largely on cats, although rabbits and rats have 

been included. These investigations have pointed to a rredullary 

susceptibility during intoxication, and further have raised the 

possibility that disruption of CNS respiratory centers can contribute 

or even cause death. 

From the conglcznerate of results, it is not possible to draw any 

firm conclusions (except that we are in need of definite research!). 

Species differences, route of administration, and method of testing- 

the catchalls used to explain data at odds-are not satisfying explanations. 

Two alternatives do present themselves. First, it is possible that an 

agent producing the CNS effects is not siile botulinum toxin, but is a 

degradation product of botulinum toxin. It is known that botulinint 

toxin kept for long periods of time in acetate buffer will degrade into 

several products (Riesen, 1965). In this context it should be mentioned 

that positive EEG findings were the result of injecting old batches of 

toxin (Vick, personal ccinnunication; Sirrson, unpublished results). 
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Second, if CNS effects are not conclusively shown, it could be 

because either there are no cholinergic synapses in the CNS, or if 

they do exist their anatomy or physiology is peculiar from PNS 

cholinergic synapses. Both alternatives are highly assumptive; 

indeed, differences may yet be resolved on grounds of methodology. 

Reactive Sites Involved in Neurotoxin Activity 

It would be of considerable importance to our understanding of 

neurotoxin activity, as well as to our awareness of neuromuscular 

phannaco logy, if the reactive groups in nètrotoxin could be 

identified. Attempts at such have been made, but reproducibility 

has been at a minimum. Equally disconcerting, the majority of 

studies have been conducted on the hemagglutinin-neurotoxin aggregate, 

so it is questionable whether these observations are extendable to 

pure neurotoxjn. 

Botulinum toxin is a completely proteinaceous material, and its 

content can be accounted for by nineteen amino acids (Buehler et. al., 

1947). No prosthetic groups have been identified, so the biological 

activity of the toxin must be due to the nature of the amino acids 

present and their irolecular configuration. Schantz and Spero (1957) 

have examined the effect of ketene (CU 2=(D) on botulinum toxin type A. 

Exposure of poison to the veiy reactive organic compound brought 

about rapid toxin inactivation. The plot of diminished toxicity 

versus exposure time to ketene revealed first order kinetics. Three 

sites in protein are reactive with ketene: free amino groups, phenolic 

hydroxyl groups, and sulphydxyl groups. The rate of ketene inactivation 

did not closely follow the rate of O-acetylation, so phenolic hydroxyls 
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are poor candidates. 	loronercuribenzojc acid interacts with 

sulphydryl groups; it did not diminish toxicity. Free amino groups 

appear essential to the biologic activity of botulinum toxin. 

In a cunpanion paper, Spero and Schantz (1957) observed the 

reaction between toxin and nitrbus acid in the presence of excess 

nitrite. The technique was intended to provide additional evidence 

for the irrportarce of intact free amino groups in botulinum toxin. 

The kinetics of toxin inactivation were consistent with the data 

obtained by inactivation of simple amino compounds. 

In studies on the pH sensitivity of botulinum toxin, Spero 

(1958) found that within a narrowly defined range, inactivation was 

inversely proportional to the ninth power of the hydrogen ian 

conctration Auxiliary work on the heat of ionization of non-neutral 

amino acids suggested that inactivation within  this narrow pH range 

could be due to the specific ionization of the s-amino group in lysine. 

Thus dissociation of a single proton from ea&h of nine lysine residues 

could result in, loss of toxicity. One must say that a rather sophisticated 

analytical probe was being made into what is now known to be a heter-

ogeneous mDlecule. Indeed, the investigator expressed difficulties 

incurred in equating observed data with theoretical calculations. In 

looking back, one is hard pressed to determine if the conclusions are 

invalid due to the large, contaminating presence of hemagglutinin, 

partially valid and applicable to the molecule Is integrity of con-

figuration rather than reactive site, or an insightful though yet 

unreproduced study on the amino group essential to botulinal neuroactivity. 
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In 1958 and 1959,:Boroff and Fitzgerald made the original 

reports on the fluorescence of botulinurn toxin. Treatment with 

• 	either alkali (p11>10) or specific antiserum produced a reduction 

in fluorescence and in toxicity. Both treatments are straight-

forward, and the results were to be expected. A less easily 

explained observation was that ferric ion, even at cx)ncentrations 

of 10 7M, could reduce fluorescence and toxicity. Quenching 

• 	would seem to be an inadequate explanation, because this would 

reduce fluorescence but not toxicity. In any event, the authors 

• 	suggested a possible relatiOn between the optical properties and 

the toxic properties of the poison. Specifically, the same region 

• •.. 	of the nilecule might be responsible both for fluorescence and for 

toxicity. The Suggestion was called into question when it was found 

possible to alter biological activity and fluorescence independently 

(Schantz et. al., 1960). Treatment of botulinum toxin with <6M urea 

will nearly abolish toxicity while exerting negligible influence on 

fluorescence. Conversely, O.O1M thioglycoliate will dramatically 

reduce fluorescence though slightly diminishing toxicity. 

Certainly tryptophan is the most intensively studies amino acid 

as a possible candidate for location in the reactive locus of botulinum 

toxin. The experimental rrotivation grs from the original data on 

toxin fluorescence, for the maxima of activation and fluorescence are 

reasonably close to that of tryptophan. It might be asked, why have 

tyrosine and phenylalanine-both of which are fluorescing amino acids--

not been so intensively examined?. A possible rational for excluding 

tyrosine is that it does not contaIn free amino groups and it does 
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contain a phenolic hydroxyl, both of which are contrary to 

expectations of the reactive amino acid. Phenylalanine does not 

contain any free amino groups when in protein. (Neither does 

• 	 tryptophan, although it does contain an imino group.) 

• 	 Several treatments which are relatively specific to tryptophan 

do cause reduction in toxicity. Photooxidation in the presense of,  

rrethylene blue is such a technique, and has been applied (Weil 

et. al., 1957; Boroff and DasGupta, 1964). The possibility that 

methionine, histidine, or cysteine could have been affected was 

either examined or corrnented upon (Boroff and DasGupta, 1964). 

Data did not support the involvement of either rrethionine or 

histidine. The authors did not actually investigate cysteine owing 

to earlier work which tended to eliminate S-containing amino acids 

as essential to neuroparalysis (Schant.z and Spero, 1957). A sub-

sequent paper in which 2-hydroxy--5-nitrobenzylbromide, a reagent 

nearly specific to tryptophan, was reacted with botulinum toxin 

produced evidence corroborating the essentiality of intact tryptophan 

residues (Boroff and DasGupta, 1966). The single disparate coiment 

comes form Gerwing et. al. (1966) who failed to find any tryptophan 

in "purified" type B neurotoxin (The work of Boroff and DasGupta 

implicating this amino acid was done on type A toxin. However, since 

all types exert a similar neuroparalytic activity, it is to be expected 

that reactive regions will prove similar or even identical.) This 

counterobservation is of questionable importance since neurotoxin 

prepared by the technique of Gerwing and her co-workers has not proved 
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to be hatogeneous (Boroff et. al., 1968). 

It is the author 1  s bias that attenpts to identify a single amino 

acid as the integral portion of the neurotoxin's reactive locus could 

be a fluke. As stated above, the research has been conducted on 

botulinum toxin and the results extrapolated to neurotoxin. In 

addition, evidence regarding the importance of an amino acid for biological 

activity must distinguish whether importance relates to the mocu's 

configuration or to its reactive site. Even assuming that tryptophan 

integrity is necessary for the exertion of neuroparalysis, its role 

may be in maintaining neurotoxin' s tertiary configuration. In fact, 

there is no reason to believe that a single amino acid could account 

for neurotoxin' s mode of action Single amino acid groups do play 

large roles in proteins exerting or halting enzyrrtic activity, but 

surely this is not applicable to neurotoxin. More likely neurotoxin 

binds to the rrErbrane of the bouton or to the amorphous surface material 

and thereby blocks channels of ACh passage. Such binding would suggest 

the involvement of more than a single type amino acid. 

Examination of the universality of tryptophan involvement is called 

for. Only type A toxin has been studied, and typically reduction in its 

potency by tryptophan reactive agents brings it into the range of potency 

of other type toxins. An as yet uninvestigated possibility is that 

tryptophan contributes to affinity rather than efficacy of type A neurotoxin. 

Gerwing et. al. (1966, 1967) are the only ones who have worked analyti-

cally with what was claimed to be neurotoxin. A sequence of amino acids was 

proposed as possibly involved in the poison's reactive locus. But until 
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these workers can rebuff the claim of Boroff .et. al. (196 8) that their 

material is not harvgeneous, their data cannot be accpted with con-

fidencé. 

peculations 

Because there are so few workers actively involved in the study 

of botulinum toxin, data is generated at sanething less than a torrential 

pace. Consequently, one is inclined to ponder long on the resUlts which 

are available, and to plan experinents which will maximize .the utility of 

observations made. It is in this spirit that the following questions.: 

are raised and caranion speculation is offered. 

Where does neurotoxin act "to suppress the release of Ch?" It 

has already been explained that the paralytic effect of neurotoxin is 

believed due to its interaction with sane site proximal to the post-

synaptic membrane. In strict terminology, it is a cholinergic blocking 

agent but not a cholinolytic agent. Cu±rent belief about the mechanisms 

of neurohutoral extrusion hold that the nerve impulse causes synchronous 

release of many quanta of transmitter substance. After emission from 

the bouton, the transmitter diffuses freely across the synaptic inter-

space and unites with subsynaptic receptors. On the basis of this 

hypothesis, workers have entertained the notion that suppression of 

lCh release must be an influence exerted upon the bouton or its terminal 

membrane. Such need not be the case. There is in fact no evidence to 

support the idea that transmitter diffuses freely across the synapse. 

Channels, either stnictural or ionic, could direct the flow of the 

released chemical mediator If directing channels do exist, then neuro- 
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amorphous ground substance filling the synaptic cleft. In either 

case, the end result of neurotoxin interaction with labile sites 

is the closing of, a gate to ACh passage.' 

The pàpér of Zacks .et. al. (1962) is the single report bearing 

on this problem. Ferritin was attached to botulinum toxin which was 

subsequmitly injected into mice. The electron micrographs showed 

that toxin-ferritin conplexes did localize within the synaptic cleft, 

but it was not possible to ascertain the specific site of binding. 

The distribution of nolecules could support either the nerve tentanal 

or the synaptic substance as reactive loci Toward answering this 

• 	 question, an experimental arrangement is proposed. Neuromuscular 

preparations could be bathed in solutions containing toxin-ferritin 

conjugate The rk of Burgen et al (1949) suggests that as little 

as 5 minutes are necesaxy for toxin to bind effectively to the pre-

paration. Therefore, the isolated preparations should be exposed to 

toxin-.-ferritin for a minimal tjjw and should be washed throughly. 

In essence, efforts should be made to minimize any non-essential 

binding which occurs in vivo. Electron micrographs obtained from 

these tissues might be more encouraging in terms of determining where 

the toxin acts. The statement "suppression of ACh release" may have 

to be nodified to "suppression of ACh noverrent across the synapse." 

Whichever the case, the problem is a challenging one. 

In ,this context, an understatement may be appropriate. Any 

significant advance in our understanding of how neurotoxin acts is 

also a dramatic step in our understanding of neuromuscular pharmacology. 
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Investigators dealing with neurotoxin find themselves In an interesting 

paradox. They are attenpting to decipher pathophysiology at a more 

molecular level than knowledge of physiology will support. That is, 

work is being done to describe how neurotoxin suppresses release or 

movement of ACh, but biologists know precious little about mechanisms 

of ACh release and movement. 

How is neurotoxin able to exert its paralytic effect for such long 

periods of time, with recovei:y often requiring months? Assuming that 

the poison does interact with an essential gate whereby ACh gains access 

to postsynaptic sites, a possible answer readily presents itself. 

Paralysis is canplete until a new system of transmitter rélèàse is 

constructed. Even in the physiologica,l situation, one in which no 

physical or chemical trauma has been applied, there is a constant 

degeneration and sprouting of new motor endings (Barker and Ip, 1966). 

In the paralyzed or partially paralyzed nerve ending, transmission may 

be faulty until one of two events transpi : (i) The existing synapse 

synthesizes, after axoplasmic transport of necessary constituents, a 

new ACh release system, or (ii) there is formation of new endbuds 

which take over from the paralyzed terminals. Both possibilities require 

considerable lengths of time, because irotoneurons are custanarily very 

long and require lengths of time before the somà and axon can transport 

synthetic material to the bouton. An undercurrent of this speculation 

is that neurotoxjn irreversibly binds to the nerve endings or synapses. 

When it is lost fran: the synaptic apparatus, an essential component of 

the synapse is also lost or deranged. 
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Electronmicrographic studies again are called for. One would 

vant to determine if neuxotoxin, tagged by an convenient means, can 

be histologically localized in the synaptic environment for periods 

of time caatible with the duration of paralysis in botulism. Also, 

quantitation of boutons before, during, and after paralysis would 

be valuable information. 

Is the CNS truly labile to the paralyLic activity of botulinum 

toxin? This question has two important implications beyond that of 

pathophysiOlOgy. Firstly, if the CNS is susceptible, then localization. 

of paralyzed synapses would represent a tentative localization of 

cholinergic synapses within the brain and spinal cord (Simpson et. al., 

1967). Secondly, it would be useful to students of ACh metabolism to 

ascertain the whereabouts of a large pool of cholinergic sites. 

Any research upon which we can rest our confidence presupposes 

the identification of an isolatable, honogeneous neurotoxic fraction 

of botulinum toxin. In the meantime, experiments can be done to approach 

an answer. Experiments should be well defined in protocol, and they 

should maximize the prability that a toxic fraction will gain entrance 

to the brain. One may either inject botulinun toxin in a vehicle 

which is a cerebral. ederrogenic canpound, or inject botulinum toxin 

into neonates in which a blood-brain-barrier has not developed. It 

is the author's feeling that botulinum toxin can exert a disruptive 

effect on the CNS, but this ordinarily is manifest only in the experi-

mental situation. It is yet to be explained if the disruptive effect 

is due to neurotoxin or some other toxin fragment. 
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Is there such a think as neurotoxin? The question is an honest 

one. Botulinum toxin, the material with néuroparalytic and hernaggluti-

nating activities, is the substance synthesized by Clostridium botulinum 

(Schantz and Spero, 1967). The observation that fractions derived from 

cxiurnn chranatography or other techniques are toxic reveals the 

sophistication of our nethodologies, not the sophistication of Mother 

Nature. The question posed is one appliáable to any conglanerate 

poison made of many fractions which have varied activities. The 

protein chemist may well isolate a fraction unique in its neuro-

paralytic action, but the relation between a neuroparalytic fraction, 

i e the neurotoxin, and the toxophore is obscure If neurotoxin 

weighs 150,000, or even 15,000, it is unlikely that all the amino 

acids present contribute to the thphore. More likely, the fraction 

will represent sanething which the chemist can isolate with existing 

techniques, yet which still retains its potency. The neuranuscular 

junction may be no more wise. That is, it may bind a small sequence 

of amino acids in the toxin, and the rest of the toxin chain may 

dangle in an irrelevant and unobtrusive way. It remains as a point 

of fascination that the site of action and possibJy the mode of action 

of the toxophore could be determined before the• toxophore itself is 

identified. 
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Overview of Section II 

A caiprehensive rëyiew of the literature is given in the previous 

section. In addition to reviewing the literature as a whole; it includes 

and describes in perspective the author's own research. The three sec-

tions that follow include much of the research which Was conducted at 

Berkeley. Preceeding each section there is a brief explanation which 

reveals the intention of the experirints conducted and a resume of 
the conclusions drawn. 

Experinnts in Section II were conducted to determine if botulinum 

toxin can exert its neuroparalytic effect on the central nervous system. 

The question, to be answered in sequence, were: 	es the toxin get into 

the brain?. DDes the toxin exert a pathological influence? Is the path-

ologicalinfluence specific to the cholinergic systertt? If all these 

questions can be given an affirmative answer, then two important notes 

can be made Firstly, one will be able to say that the brain is labile 

to the nchanism of botulinurn toxin action. Secondly, localization of 

labile sites, probably by histologically localizing the toxin, would 

represent a tentative mapping of brain cholinergic synapses. 

As the data which follow will show, aged preparations of toxin do 

enter and do affect the brain and its cholinergic synapses. Changes in 
brain levels of acetyicholine can be shown regardless of route of toxin 

administration. On the, other hand, the EEG is conspiccously affected 

only after close arterial injection. Perhaps the difference is a dose 

response phenorrenon. In distinction to aged, crystalline toxin, a 
toxin affects neither the EEG nor brain levels of neurohumrs. 

Apparently a fraction is not the factor which produced profound 

brain effects. 
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Mathods and Materials 

Botulinum toxin A solution of crystalline botulinum toxin 

type A was kindly supplied by Dr. Edward J. Sdhantz, U S Any Biolabs, 

Camp Detrick, Maryland. Acute toxicity studies on mice showed the 

toxin to a)ntain between 10 7_10 8  nouse lethal doses (rrousé NLD) per 

milliliter. This stock solution was maintained at a pH of 4.2 in 

0. 05M acetate buffer, and .was stored in the dark at 5°C for 13 nonths 

prior to initiation of these studies. Samples of the toxin a&-

ministered to experimental animals were prepared by serial dilution 

of the stock solution with 0.2 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) containing 

0.18% gelatin. in equal volume of pure glycerol was added to the 

diluted sarr1ea, 

a and fractions of botulinumn toxin Freshly crystallized 

toxin was fractionated iflto a and a fractions with the aid of ion-

exchange chromatography. DEPE-cellulose columns, 1 x 30 an, were 

equilibrated and eluted with 0.15 M Tris-HC1 buffer, pH 8, and with 

a linear gradient of 0-0.2 M NaCl. Fraction a contained all the 

toxicity of the starting material and was five times its specific 

activity. Fraction a, of very feeble toxicity (107100 rrouse MLD), 

contained the hemagglutinating activity invariably associated with 

type A botulinum toxin. 	' 

Acute toxicity Toxin titre is expressed throughout the report 

in terms of mrouse minimum lethal doses' (MED). One MW is equivalent 

to the least airotmt of toxin which can be given intravenously to a 

20 grn 'mouse and can subsequently produce death. The technique has 



been examined and statistically verified by Boroff and Fleck (1966). 

As few as three mice are required to test for toxin titre. Latency 

from challenge to death versus toxin dose plots as a straight line 

on log-log co-ordinates. 

Experirrents with botulinum toxin were conducted so frequently 

that toxicity was assayed at least once every 30 days. Potentcy 

of the poison stored as indicated above does not diminish even after 

one year. Fresh samples were obtained, for experinental purposes, 

during July or August of each year. 	 - 

Death, in this report, rreans cessation of breathing as evidenced 

by failure of visible diaphragrnatic rroverrent If the latency between 

challenge and death exceeded 10 mm, then survival was determined to 

the nearest half minute. If survival was less than 10 mm, an 

attempt at deciding death within the nearest 5 sec was made. 

Neuxophysiological Recording Electroencephalographic recordings 

were taken on cats, rats, and guinea pigs. The electrodes, which were 

ITT Cannon nine-prong electric connectors, were inserted into the skull 

under pentobarbital (Nembutal) anesthesia, The pronqs of the cOnnector 

were bent upon a rrold catparable in size to the experinental animal's 

head (Fig. 1A). Fo1lcing nlding, the prOngs were inserted into 

holes in a steel plate, the thickness of the plate approximating the 

thickness of the skull, and cut to the appropriate length (Fig. 1B). 

The schematic exposed brain in Fig. lC shs the location and the 

numbering system for the electrodes. All recordings were made on a 

Grass rrodel 6 eight-channel electroencephalograph. 
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çperimanta1 Epilepsy ,  Epileptogenic foci were induced by a 

irodification of a previously described technique (Guerrero-Figueroa 

et. al., 1962). A 2-nm hole was bored in the skull of a guinea pig 

at an area corresponding to the number 2 electrode of the Cannon 

plug. The dura was pierced and 2 mg aluminum oxide was topically 

applied to the exposed cortex. Bonewax was used to close the hole. 

after the chemical was applied. The chemical irritant normally 

produced epileptic-like seizure patterns in 2-4 weeks. One nonth 

after introducing the aluminum oxide, the nine-prong plug was 

installed. Normally the animals had well-developed primary foci 

but not fully-developed independent secondary foci 

Acetyicholine extraction Guinea pigs and rats were used for 

determining the effect of toxin on the level of ACh following 

intoxication, inia1s were decapitated, and the brains were rapidly 

rerroved from the cranium. The cerebral cortex was peeled from each 

brain and hoitogenized individually at a 1:5 dilution in iced, 0.032 M 

sucrose. Eserjne sulfate (lQ 5M) was included in the dilution medium 

to protect the ester from enzymatic hydrolysis. The cortices were 

hoirogenized in a glass ti.ibe using a teflon pestle which was driven 

to the bottom of the glass tube three tirres and which was revolving 

at a speed of 300 rev/mm. The hagenized suspension was adidified 

to pH 4.7 with HC1 and placed in a boiling water bath for 3 min to 

release ACh. 

Acetyicholine bioassay Tissue levels of acetylcholine were 

determined by a technique similar to that of Straughan (1958). Rats 

were anaesthetized with a combination of urethane (400rrg/kg) and 

II 	 IL 
/ 
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sodii.nn pentobarbitone (30 n,1g) A polyethylene cannula was inserted 

into the trachea, and the animal breathed by this route throughout the 

experint. The carotid artery was exposed and terrporarily ligated by 

plading an arterial clamp on it. A small incision was made distal to 

the clp, and a polyethylene cannula connected to a pressure trans-

ducer was installed Once the cannula was tied in place, the arterial 

clamp was renved and blood pressure was recorded on a Honeywell 

recorder. A cannula was also installed in the descending vena cava. 

Bioassay procedure was as follciis. A tissue sample of unknown 	H 

ester content was administered into the venous cannula. The volume 

of injection was always 0.1 ml The ensuing drop in blood pressure 

was recorded The drop in pressure was then catared to that produced 

by known dilutions of acetyicholine, and thus an approxixnation of 

neurohtmra1 content in the unknown could be made. The procedure was 

found most effective when administered axtounts of the depressor were 

between 5.0 and 15.0 ng/0. 1 ml. Injections were made every 2 mm. 

Control and unknown solutions were simultaneously altered throughout 

the experiment in order to cxlnpensate for variations in blood pressure 

baseline. The technique is maximally suited for rapid bioassay of 

preparations in which between groups differences are xnsiderable. 

Acetylcholinesterase assay. Two techniques for determination of 

tr,.ie cholinesterase have been employed, that of Kramer and Gamson (1958) 

and that of Eliman et. al. (1961). The technique of the former was used 

as described in their publication The technique of the latter has been 

irodified so that assay for both acetyicholinesterase and butyrylcholinesterase 

can be performed (Bennett et. al., 1964). 



Drugs used and their sources AChE (electric eel) was obtained 

from Schwarz Bio Research, Inc., Orangeburg, N.Y. The enzyme had a 

specific activity of 1,000 units/mg, a unit being defined as that 

anount of enzyme which. hydrolyzes 1 i.11Tole of Ach per min at 27 C. 

Indophenyl acetate (IPA) was purchased from I'4ann Research Laboratories, 

Inc., New York, N.Y. Acetyithiocholine iodide was obtained from 

Calbiochem, Los angeles, Calif. and 5,5 -dithiobis (2-nitrobenzoic 

acid) was procured fran Aldrich Chemical Co., Inc., Milwaukee, Wis. 

The BuChE inhibitor,, known as Proirethazine, was obtained from Wyeth 

Laboratories, Philadelphia, Pa. The AChE inhibitor, BW 284c51, was 

generously supplied by Burroughs 'Wel1ca & Co., New York, N.Y. 

Injections During EE)G studies the toxin was injected either 

intrapertoneally or by intra-arterial injection. For the latter 

purpose a polyethylene cannula, filled with hepàrin and' sealed at 

one end, was inserted into the sublingual artery 3 to 4 days prior 

to injection of the toxin. At the time of injection, the sealed 

end was clipped, toxin injected, and the tip sealed again with heat. 

Alternatively, for the ACh bioassay studies the animals were 

anesthetized with ether, and the toxin was injected directly into 

• 	the carotid artery. Although the experimental animals were cats,. 

rats, and guinea pigs • dosages are stated uniformly as number of 

nouse MED. . 
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Results Using Aged Botulinum Toxin 

EEG Recordings The classical manifestations of clinial botulism 

such as disphonia, ptosis, muscular weakness, etd., are normally ex-

plainable in terms of peripheral dysfunction associated with cho-. 

linergic neural block. It has been proposed, hOwever, that the high 

degree of susceptibility of the peripheral nervous system (PNS) as 

ozziared with the CNS is explainable in terms of biological threshold; 

that is, the relatively fewer barriers to pernability in the periphery. 

make the latter more accessible to the circulating tOxin (Bishop and 

Bronfeithrenner, 1936) As an approach to attenting validation of 

this hypothesis experinents were conducted in which both the dose of 

toxin and the route of administration were varied. 

In the first series of studies, adult guinea pigs with chronic 

electrodes were injected with botulinum toxin in concentrations ranging 

from that which did not produce any clinical symptonology (2 nouse MU)) 

to that which resulted in death within 5 hours (500 rrouse MW). InjectiOns 

were given intraperitoneally in. a volume of 1 ml. In no case was there 

any marked nodification of EEG activity as .a consequence of the administered 

toxin. In those animals which expired, the EEG was virtually normal even 

after severe muscular failure was evident. Not until the animals were 

gasping and near termination was there ever an obvious diminution of 

activity (Fig. 2),. and this slight depression may well have reflected 

the onset of anoxia in central nervous tissue: rather than any direct 

toxic effect on central synaptic transmission. Previous work has indicated 

that a nuther of physiological paraireters which are nodified as a functiOn 
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Figure 2. BG fran a guinea pig which has received, intraeri-, 

toneally, a lethal dose of botulin toxin (500 mouse LD50) Large 

artifacts represent gasping movements of the animal. 
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of intoxication are not affected until there is an obvious failing 

in the respiratory apparatus (Simpson and Tapp, 196 7b). 

Although there has been a consistent failure to detect gross 

changes in CNS bioelectrical activity as a result of massive intrá-

peritoneal injections of botulinum toxin, this does not necessarily 

preclude the brain' s being susceptible to the poisoning effects of 

the toxin. It has been noted that intravenous injections of the 

toxin will begin to exit the circulatory system In about 4 mm 

(Boroff, personal coninunication), and it has further been suggested 

that the toxin is rapidly bound by peripheral reactive sites (Burgen 

et. al., 1949). For these reasons it was decided to employ a route 

of administration which would maximize the probability of penetration 

into the CNS. If toxin begins to leave the circulatory system shortly 

after its introduction, then close arterial injection in the vicinity 

of the brain should greatly facilitate such entry. To this end,, both 

guinea pigs and cats with electrodes, chronically implanted were given 

lethal doses of toxin via a cannula in the left sublingual artery. A 

sufficient amount of toxin was administered to the experimental animals 

to cause death at about 96 hours after injection. 

Figure 3 shows that close arterial injection was in fact capable of 

provoking a rather marked alteration of the EEG. There was initial 

decrease in the fruency of the EEG with a concnitant increase in 

the synchronization of the activity. Finally there was a profound 

flattening of the EEG. The results  were rtore pronounced in the left 
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Figure 3. EG fran a guinea pig which has received a sufficiently 

lethal dose of botulinurn toxin intra-arterially to cause death at about 

96 hours after injection. 
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cerebral hemisphere, i.e., the side on which arterial injection was 

made. The right hemisphere also showed the slowing and synchronization 

of ongoing activity, but there occurred a partial restoration to 

control levels. 

Since it was possible to derrbnstrate a toxic effect on the CNS, 

the next step was to determine whether the phencirnon observed was 

dose responsive. Guinea pigs with electrodes implanted were administered 

botulinum toxin via the sublingual artery, but at much higher dose 

levels. All animals within this group expired in less than 24 hours. 

Figure 4 shows the degree of cortical depression It was even nore 

pronounced than that which followed lower doses, and the onset of 

depression occured much earlier. In addition, at these higher doses 

the contralateral hemisphere was rrore obviously affected than was 

the case with lower doses. In instances such as these when there was 

a rapid onset of EEG depression, it was difficult to note an initial 

synchronization of activity. This does not necessarily nean that no 

such synchronization occurred, but perhaps it was obscured and difficult 

to identify in the very low-amplitude traces. Thus, there appears to 

be a threshold which must be exceeded before the CNS, as evidenced by 

the EEG, is affected by the actions of botulinum toxin, but once the 

threshold is exceeded the magnitude of tha effect is relatable to the 

degree of intoxication. 

As it was possible... to deironstrate a pronounced CNS action following 

intra-arterial administration, the effects of intraperitoneal injection 

of botulinum toxin were reinvestigated Literature has suggested that 
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chemical irritation of the brain will decrease the efficiency of 

the blood-brain barrier in excluding foreign substances (Steinwall 

and Klatzo, 1966), and that epilepsy, which can be provoked by 

chemical irritation, may represent a state in which neural elements 

are releasing more PCh or are more susceptible to released, ACh than 

in the notmal situation (Tower and Elliot, 1952, 1953). If ACh is 

a neurohunr active in epilepsy, then the epileptogenic cortex may 

be more sensitive to the action of the intraperitoneal toxin. This 

could result either frOm facilitated entry into the epileptogenic 

cortex, or from depression of transmitter release in the foci. 

Figure 5 shows an EEG from a guinea pig which had an alunina 

induced focus and which had received a massive lethal dose of 

botulinun toxin (500 mouse MLD). The . fIrst consequence of 

intoxication was an increase in the number and duration of paroxysmal 

bursts of activity. These bursts were manifested by both the primary 

and the secondary focus. The second, phase of events as characterized 

by a significant decline in the amount of paroxysmal activity. The 

decline in this activity paralleled the onset of neuromuscular weakness, 

and it was almost completely absent once the animal began to develop 

respiratory difficulties. 	 . 	. 	
. 

ACh Bioassay It has been demonstrated (Hart et. al., . 1963) that 

various cholinergic tissue levels of ACh will increase when an animal 

is severely intoxicated, this indicating a blockade of Ath release 

from the nerve endings. In view of the foreqoing data which show 

that the thxin, when administered intra-arterially, was capable bf 
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severely disrupting neurophysiological activity, an átterrt was made 

to correlate the level of endogenous neurohuiTor with the onset of 

EEG suppression. Guinea pigs were anesthetized with ether, and 

injection of the toxin was made acutely into the carotid artery. 

The animals were divided into two groups. One group was decapitated 

prior to any electroencephalograph indication of intoxication, and 

ACh was extracted from the cerebral cortices. The second group was 

maintained until there was a nodification in the ongoing bioelectrical 

activity. The results of this experinent are depicted in Fig. 6. 

Animals which had received toxin, but which had been terminated prior 

to the onset of EEG changes, showed no significant change of Ath 

content of the cerebral hemispheres when ccnpared with the controls. 

However, the group which had been killed only after detectable 

alterations in the EEX3 occurred showed a signifiàant increase over 

the control animals in the endogenous levels of ACh. It would appear 

that the nodified EEG and the changes in neurohuiroral stores are 

both a consequence of intoxication. 

• Intraperitoneal Studies The present work was conducted to 

determine whether an ip injection of toxin, which does not alter 

the EEX, could change the cortical levels of ACh. Five groups of rats 

(female Sprague-Dawleys of .90 days age and of 225 g weight) were in-

jected with botulinum toxin (104MW) with a 1 hr interval between 

each pair of groups. At the end of 5 hr all animals were killed. 

All rats in the first group injected 5 hr previously showed. severe 

intoxication; those in the last group injected 1 hr before showed no 
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Figure 6. Cortical PCh levels of control and intoxicated animals 

(Group n = 15). The group showing no EEGrodification had no signifi 

cant increase in ACh levels, The EEG effect group showed a significant 

(p < 0.05) increase in tissue levels of 1C]a. The former group was 

killed at 30 min after injection, and the later group at 90 mm after 

injection Values vithifl the bars represent the mean ± the range 
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sign of poisoning. The five injected groups plus a control group 

were decapitated, decorticated, and used for bioassay of ACh. 

Intraperitoneal injections of the toxin cause a progressive 

increase in the cortical stores of ACh, the most intoxicated group 

of animals showing more than double the cOntrol group levels, while 

laving the EEG unaffected (Figs. 7 and 8). The inárease in ACh 

levels is in keeping with the previous literature on the node of 

action of the toxin. 

The finding that cortical levels of ACh increase whether the 

toxin is administered ip or ia, whereas only ia injections cause 

distortion of the EEG, may rrean that there is a difference in the 

Susceptibility of different brain structures to the circulating. toxin. 

The suggestion is offered because (1) there are differences in the 

susceptibility of various peripheral nervous system cholinergic 

synapses to the toxin, and (2) the magnitude of EG distortion 

following Ia injections is dose responsive. The structures less 

susceptible to the toxin but yet involved in EEG generation may be 

subcortical. 

Acetyicholinesterase studies A rent report indicates that 

botulinum toxin, in .a physical system that contains no biological 

tissue, is able to inhibit ácetylcholinesterase(AChE; Marshall and 

Quinn, 1967). The observation raises the question of whether the 

noted CNS increases in tissue. levels of ACh reflect (I) suppressed 

release of ACh which is thereby protected fran hydrolysis, or 
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• 	Figure 8. Changes in the levels of ACh in the cerebral cortices 

of animals injected ip with botulinum toxin (10 4NLD50). Each bar re-

presents a different group (Group N = 20 separate rceasurements), and 
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• 	injection of the toxin and decapitation. The dashed line indicates 

the levels measured in a control group of animals. • The magnitude of 

ACh increase is related to the duration of intoxication. 
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(ii) normal metabolic production of l½Ch during inhibition of its 

degrading enzyme. To choose between these two alternatives, we 

attenpted to i:eplicate. the above findings of an AChE inhibitiOn by 

botulinum toxin and additionally to determine if the effect was 

denijnstrable in vivo or in vitro. 

In the initial experiment, using the Kramer and Gamson assay, the 

concentration of reactants, as suggested in the, earlier publication, 

were AChE=0. 17 unit/mi (Marshall and Quinn state a value of 5.0 units/ 

ml. However, their number is based on a unit of enzyme activity 

being that airount which hydrolyzes 10. lpg of ACh/min at 37 C, thus 

the difference in units per mifliliter, It must be emphasized, none-

theless, that although there is a disparity in terms of 'units' of 

enzyme per milliliter, the activity per milliliter in both, studies 

is identical); botulinum toxin = 3.3 x 106 'm, and IPA = 1.3 x 106  M. 

Under these conditions, we were 'unable to detect any inhibition .of 

AChE whatsoever; for, in fact, we were unable to detect a measurable 

reaction rate of IPA hydrolysis. The inactivity was manifest both 

in the presence and in the absence of botulinum toxin; thus, enzyme 

inhibition could not have been the determinant. Additionally, ZChE 

was increased and decreased, in separate tests, by a factor of 10, 

neither alteration producing a definitive reaction rate.' 

This puzzling result prompted us to investigate the simple kinetics 

of the AChE-IPA reaction and further to delineate the conditions under' 

which one might expect to withess a measurable hydrolysis rate For 

,these purposes, an abso±ption spectnzn of indophenol, the hydrolysis 



and spctrophotciitrical1y active product of IPA, was taken. The 

aound has a rnajbr peak. at 625 nm, and at this peak, the rtolar 

absorptivity coefficient is 8,160 (Fig. 9). With these data, one 

may use the Beer-Larrbert law to ascertain, the maximal optical 

density change that any given ooncentratin of IPA will produce 

when ccznpletely converted by enzyxre to indophenol. With a nolar 

absorptivity coefficient of 8,160, a path length of 1 an, and a 

concentration of IPA of 1.3 x 10 6M, the maximal optical density 

change possible is little more than 0.01, or approximately one-

fifieth of what Marshall. and Quinn report seeing. 

Boosting the IPA concentration by a ,. factor of 10 would have, 

permtted visulization of the reaction, but even this would' be 

insufficient to permit kinetic studies. Consequently, we raised 

the IPA ancentration 100-fold, and then again attempted replication 

of the . AChE inhibition by toxin. No dramatic indication of in-

hibition was apparant, regardless of the conditions under which 

the experiirnt was perforned (Table 1). A minimal inhibition of 

less than 5%, insignificant due to variability, was all that was 

obtained, but certainly nothing approaching the previous figure of 

approximately 25% inhibition 

To ensure that we were. not in error by using the older assay 

technique, the Eliman et. àl trethod was used. Even when the toxin 

concentration was raised to 10_ 2  n/ml, we could see no inhibition 

of enzyne activity. 
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Fiqure 9. Absorbtion spectra of 1.3. x 10 •M iridophenol. The 

reading was made at 22 C in pH 8 phosphate buffer. There is a major 

reak at 625 nm of 8, 160; it is this value which is used to determine 

by the BeerLambert Law the maximal optical density change possible 

following enzymatic hydrolysis of indophenyl acetate. • 
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At this point, it may be useful to introduce a series of math-

ematical computations. AChE, according to most recent estimates, 

has a nolecular weight of about 250,000 and specific activity of 

750 mrroles ACh hydrolyzed per hr per mg of enzyire (Leuzinger and 

Baker, 1967). By use of these data, plus Avagadro's Law, one may 

calculate that there are approximately 1.8 x 10 8  molecules of ACh 

hydrolyzed per hr per molecule of AChE. Marshall and Quinn report 

use of 5 units of enzyirie/ml or 15 units/assay. Taking into con-

sideration the value of their unit, one may calculate that these 

investigators used sufficient enzyme to hydrolyze 3.8 x 10 19  

rroleáules of ACh,'hr in the: presence of 3.3 x 106  mg of toxin and 
-10 one-tenth that amount. in the presence of 3.3 x 10 	Itg of toxin. 

11 	10 This represents 2 x 10 and 2 x 10 , molecules, respectively, 

of AChE per assay. 

Botulinum toxin has an approximate weight of 900,000. Con-

sequently, 106  mg of toxin per 3 ml reaction cuvette rrans approximate-

ly 2 x 109  molecules of toxin; similarly, io 	irg nans approximately 

2 x 10 molecules of toxin. 

It is interesting to pair the data derived from these computations. 

According to the earlier report (Marshall and Quinn, 1967), 2 x 10 5  

molecules of toxin can produce nearly 25% inhibition of 2 x 1010 

molecules of AChE, and 2 x 10. molecules of toxin can produce the sane 

order of inhibition of 2 x 1 l1  molecules of AChE. An enzyme inhibitor-

enzyne ratio of 1:100,000, with a resulting 25% inhibition, is most 

phenonenal. We were unable to obtain the result. Furthermore, by use. 

of the Eliman et. al. technique, with 102  mg of toxin, the toxin to 
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enzyme ratio was nearly 1:1. No positive result, i.e •, enzyme inhibitiOn, 

was obtained here. 

No factors may have contributed to the failure to replicate the 

earlier reported result of inhibition First, our investigation was 

performed by using glass apparatus, whereas the earlier study used 

plastic ware This may have produced a difference in that the glassware 

could conceivably bind, by polar charges, the small quantities of toxin. 

Indeed, a difference in result depending on whether glass or plastic 

ware is used has been noted (R. Marshall, personal caimunication). 

Hcever, the importance of this observation is questionable, because 

all cuvettes used for spectrophotometriô study are made of glass. 

Second, all toxin maintained in our laboratory is stored in phosphate- .  

buffered gelatin solution with glycerol, . but the earlier investigators 

used unbuffered saline. It is conceivable that bonds between the 

toxin and either the gelatin or the phosphate shielded the groups 

that might otherwise react with AChE. 

In this context, there are three notes which should be made on 

the data presented in the Marshall and Quinn report. First, the 

optical density changes for, all the control preparations are identical. 

This could mean that the investigators enjoyed rnarkable success in 

running the various control preparations. More likely, a single control 

or control condition was run, and this value was used in calculating all 

the data Such a method is faulty, for one should rim a control or 

standard for each condition. We would expect to see differences between. 
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those preparations Which contained, and those which did not contain, 

antitoxin; we would even expect to see small differences arrong the 

various antitoxin preparations. Second, the data show an identical 

optical density change for a preparation containing 5 units of 

enzyrre/mi and a preparation containing 0.5 unit/mi, the latter 

reaction running 2.5 tines longer than the former. The, observation 

is unlikely. Finally, the values given must obviously be the rreans 

of the several experiments, but no standard deviations are indicated. 

As a result, the reader cannot conpare. the effectiveness of inhibition 

at different toxin concentrations. 

In any event, we proceeded to examine the possibility that 

botulinurt toxin could inhibit AChE When the enzyme was still situated 

in biological tissue. The examination had two approaches. In the 

first, toxin (102  mg) was administered into the lateral tail vein 

of rats. When the . animals were rroribund (the noribund state of the 

animals showed dramatically that the nolecular noiety, responsible 

for the poison's toxicity was not shielded), they were decapitated 

and decorticated. The 'cortices were analyzed for AChE and BuChE by 

the nodified Eliman et. al. technique (1961). In the second approach, 

cortices were rertoved from rats, and 10 2  mg of toxin was added to the 

• 	cortex honogenate. The second approach was employed to circumvent 

the ciriticism that botulinum toxin does not always successfully invade 

the CNS. Figures 10 and 11 show the results of these in vivo and in 

vitro experinnts. In neither instance is there inhibition of either 

AchE or BuChE. 
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Figure 11. Activity of acetyicholinesterase and butyrylcholin- 

esterase fran in vitro cortical preparations. Botulinurn tOxin was added 

to cortex haicgenates of rat brain. The hancgenate was assayed for 

acetylcholinesterase and butyrylchoiinesterase, and the values were can-

pared with those fran harogenates not incubated with toxin. No difference 

between control and experinenal preparations is evident. The legend on the 

left is to be used for reading values of butyryicholinesterase; that on the 

right, for acetylcholinesterase. 
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No deteimtinatibn of peripheral levels of the esterases was made 

because there already exist data which suggest no inhibition of AChE by 

botulinum toxin at the motor end plate. Both Brooks (1956) and Thesleff 

(1960) have withessed miniature end plate potentials during paralysis of 

neuromuscular transmission. Up to the tine of transmission failure, 

there is no increase in aiplitude or duration of the miniature end plate 

pctentials, a result that is not conatible with the inhibition of AChE. 

With respect to peripheral dysfunction, there is again a mathenatical 

computation of some interest. In the test tube situation, as little as 

3.3 x 10-10  mg of toxin per 3 ml reportedly cause inhibition. This is 

equal to nearly 2 x 10 molecules. Zacks et. al. (1962) have tagged 

botulinum toxin with ferritin molecules, and in subsequent electron 

microscopic studies, localized the toxin-ferritin cxnplex at the 

neuromuscular junction. In plates 6 and 7 of that publication, it 

can be seen that there are approximately 10 (the approximation means 

2.. 	 4 clearly more than .10 and clearly less than 10 ) molecules per section. 

The sections were 0.5-jim thI*.; therefore, àsuming the least stringent 

conditions, 100 sections would include the entire end plate region. If 

one assirnes that each of the 100 sections contains its nonoverlapping 

quantum of 10 molecules, then the entire end plate region would contain 

approximately the sane number of toxin molecules as the cuvette. But 

because of the 3-mi volume of the cuvette and the microscopic voltirre 

of the synapse, the toxin is far more concentrated in the synapse. Even 

if one assumes that the 10 3  molecules in the single section represent 

all the toxin molecules present at the end plate, the toxin is still 

considerably more concentrated at the neuromuscular junction than in the. 

cuvette. 
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Under these circumstances, it is curious that no in vivo inhibition 

of AChE, as evidenced by fasciculation in the poisoned animals, is 

observed. The curiosity is magnified when it is cx)nsidered that the 

cuvette contained orders of magnitude more AChE than is present at 

the synapse. We thus arrive at the paradox that in the synapse, 

in which one encounters relatively concentrated toxin and relatively 

unconoentrated AChE, there is: no inhibition; whereas in the cuvette, 

in which one encounters relatively dilute toxin and relatively 

concentrated AChE, there is reported inhibition. 

Discussion 

In the work reported here, an attenpt has been made to determine 

if botulinum toxin acts in the CNS in a manner onparable to its action 

in the periphery. The toxin, when administered to animals in lethal 

doses via an intraperitoneal route, does not produce dramatic changes 

in the EEG, even during those periods when the animal is experiencing 

locomotor difficulty owing to peripheral neural blockade. The only 

variations noted in the EEG occured when the poisoned animals were 

developing respiratory insufficiency, a consequence of phrenic nerve-

diaphragm inactivation. The association of respiratory failure and 

EEG depression has been observed before, and the electrocortical effect 

has been suggested as resulting mainly fran anoxia. When the toxin was 

administered intraperitoneally, but in sublethal doses, we never observed 

any sign of EEG modification. 



When lethal doses of the poison are injected via the sublingual 

artery, it is possible to markedly alter the EEG. The effect, manifested 

as an initial synchronization followed by a depression of the EEG, is 

always more pronounced in the hemisphere ipsilateral to the artery 

used for injection. If the dose of toxin is appropriately small, 

contralatéral effects are minimal. The magnitude of effect, both 

in terms of latency of onset and degree of depression, are related: 

to the quantity of toxin administered Thus the EEG is qualitatively 

dose-responsive to the toxin and is more susceptible to dose arter-

ial than to intraperitoneal administration 

It has been possible to demonstrate a decline in the frequency 

of paroxysmal bursts from both primary and secondary epileptogenic 

foci following intraperitoneal injection of the toxin (Fig. 5). 

Thus, intraperitoneal toxin, in amounts wh th do not cause demon-

strable EBG effects in normal animals, is capable of modifying 

electrophysiological abnormal focal activity. Whether this is 

an indirect effect, due to local change in perrreability to the toxin, 

or a direct effect upon the pathological neurons, cannot be decided 

from the data. It is clear, however, that botulinin toxin can exert 

an influence on the EEG. This is more striJcingiy illustrated by 

an effect of the toxin on the EEG of normal animals following close 

arterial injection. 

Although the specific nature of the machanisms generating EEG 

is yet unknown, it seems reasonable to make the following assrtptions: 



(i) the EEG is a reflection of CNS neural activity; (ii) neural 

activity is dependent upon functional contiguity of the various neural 

elements; and (iii) functional contiguity of the neural, elements is 

dependent upon synaptic transmission. It seems valid to assume that 

gross alterations is synaptic transmission would be reflected by 

changes in the EEG. On this basis, the effects of botulinum toxin 

on the EEG could be interpreted as being due to an alteration of 

synaptic transmission. 

Concurrently with the flattening of the EEG record there is an 

increase in the total ACh levels of the cortex. The fact that the 

cortical tissue levels of ACh increase at the time of EEG depression 

provided evidence that the release of ACh can be suppressed in the 

brain. Thus far, peripheral nervous tissue has been the only tissue 

shown to be' suppressed by the poison in its ACh release mechanism 

(Stevenson, 1958; Brooks, 1964). If the assumption is made that the 

toxin acts by the saixe mechanism in the CNS as it does in the neuro-

• muscular junction, then the cortical EEG effects seen in guinea pigs 

with epileptogenic foci and in normal guinea pigs after arterial 

injection could be explained on the basis of toxin mediated reduction 

of ACh release. This blockage is reflected by both an increase of 

local stores, presumably in the nerve terminals, and a concurrent 

decrease in synaptic conduction, manifested as a decrease (flattening) 

of EEG activity. • 
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The increases in the cerebral cortical levels of ACh, indicative 

of synaptic inactivation, without conarniit rrodification of the EEG, 

raise the question as to the extent of the role of ACh as a transmitter 

substance in the cerebral cortex. There is an impressive literature to 

show the presence of acetyicholinesterase in the cerebral cortex, but 

recent reports indicate that brain esterase itself cannot be taken as 

conclusive evidence for cholinergic synapses (Crawford and Curtis, 

1966; Crawford, Curtis, Voorhoeve and Wilson, 1966). lontophoretic 

studies identified only a minority of cortical cells tested as 

chol.inoceptive (Krnjevic and Philhis,. 1963a,b). These observations, 

plus the data reported here, seem to foim an empirical basis for 

assuming that ACh J  if it is a cortical transmitter, is not the 

predominant neurohumor. 

1esults using, fractionated bOtulinum toxin 

Electrophysiology Studies The purified a component of crystalline 

botulinum toxin type A is: about five tirres more toxic per milligram of 

protein than is the unfractionated toxin (DasGupta et. al., 1966). 

Isolated hernagglutinin-free a has a toxicity of nearly 2 x 10 8  rrouse 

IvDD per milligram protein (DasGupta and Boroff, 1967). This fact, 

combined with the consistent peaking of a upon rechromatography, suggest 

that the a caxonent is the stable, toxic moiety of the crude, aggregate 

toxin molecule. 

Cats, although susceptible to botulinal poisoning, display a 

remarkable resistance. In each of our cat eeriments, a dose of 

I 



purified a fraction of 2 x 10 5  rrouse MLD was administered intra-

venously. In some cases there were no visible symptoms of in-

toxication even 24 hours after injection, and in all cases the cats 

lived several days before dying or being killed. The same dose 

of a caused death of a 20gm nouse in 28 mm, and death of a 300gm 

rat in 72 mm. The longevity of the intoxicated cats is a strong 

argument against approximating survival time on the basis of 

extrapolated body weights of rodents. 

Figure 12 shows the EEG of a cat that received 2 x 10 nouse 

MEl) of the a fraction via the fenoral. vein. Recordings were 

taken over a 60-hour period, after which time the animal was 

killed because of severe intoxication. As can be seen in the 

figure, there is no marked alteration in the EEG pattern. 

Recordings taken irrurediately before killing, when the animal 

was prostrate and its breathing was labored, similarly showed 

no signs of EEG depression. The inability to produce a CNS effect 

by the a fraction was derronstrated in six cats. 

Two additional cats were injected with fraction. During an 

observation period of 76 hours there developed neither indications 

of poisoning nor changes in the EE). 

Rabbits are dramatically more susceptible to botulinal poison-

ing than are cats. The 2 x 1 5  rrouse NLD dose of a fraction will 

cause death of rabbits within 10 hours. In addition, rabbits tend 

to die of asphyxiation due to failure of the nares, whereas cats 

die of asphyxiation due to failure of phrenic nerve-diaphragm 

function (Bishop and Bronfenbrenner, 1936). The differenes between 

the two species justified examination of both. 
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Figure 12. EEG fran a cat that has received, intravenously, .a . lethal 

dose of a fraction of bOtu1inn toxin (2 X 10 5 rouse 11)50). Note that at 

no time is there indication of any dramatic disthrtion in brain electro-

physiological activity. 
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Figure 13 shows the EEG of a rabbit that received poison into 

the ear vein. Identically to the cat, there is no rrodification of 

the rabbit brain electrophysiological activity. The third set of 

recordings in Fig. 13, taken approximately 1 hour before death when 

the animal was severely intoxicated, is virtually indistinguishable 

from the control records. A second groupof animals was injected 

with the fraction, but again there was no observable effect 

produced. 

Hemagglutinating Studies Every animal that has thus far 

been tested with the c component of type A botulinum toxin has 

succumbed to intoxication. Tests with the component have not 

shown it to possess a universal capacity to hemagglutinate blood 

Samples of blood from mice, rats, rabbits, guinea pigs, and 

human beings were agglutinated when mixed with fraction. Samples 

of blood from cats were not affected by . It is un1ikely that 

the hemagglutinating property of the caponent is associated with 

disruption of the CNS. 

Neurohunor Studies Several investigators have detected in-

creases in brain levels of ACh as a result of intoxication (Hart 

et. al., 1963; Simpson, 1968). The increase suggests that the 

toxin can act in the CNS in a manner comparable to that in the 

peripheral nervous system by blocking the neurosynaptic release 

of ACh. Increased nerve stores of ACh after poisoning indicate 

that in fact the central nerves must not be releasing their neurohunor. 
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Figure 13. EEG fran a rabbit. that has received, . into the ear vein, 

a lethal dose of a fraction of botulirium toxin (2 X 10 5  rcuse• LD50). 

This particular animal died within 40 min of the final series of recordings 

shown here. 
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We have not been able to alter guinea pig brain levels of 

\Ch by administration of lethal doses of a fraction. In Fig. 14 

are presented the control and experimental values of animals 

bioassayed for the choline ester. Guinea pigs were injected 

intra-arterially with 500 nouse MUD of the a toxin, then killed 

when intoxication was apparent. Subsequent determinations of 

• 	ACh levels showed no significant differences between control 

• 	and experimental animals, although the experimental animals 

showed greater variability. 

With little exception (Rand and Whaler, 1965), the literature 

seems agreed that botulinum toxin localizes (Zacks et. al. ,. 1962) 

and acts (Ambache, 1949; Vincenzi, 1967) solely at cholinergic 

synapses. Yet to ensure that changes were not taking place that 

were undetected, assays for brain levels of NOrE were performed. 

Samples of the same brains that were bioassayed for ACh (see Methods) 

were assayed for NorE. Results are presented in Fig. 14. Intoxication 

is not accompanied by changes in brain levels of NorE, but again the 

• 

	

	variability in the experiirnta1 group exceeds that in the control 

group. 

Donor-Recipient Studies One final attempt was made to 	- - 

determine if a toxin could. penetrate the CNS. It has been reported 

• 

	

	
that mice that ingest brain tissue from intoxicated rats will theim- 

selves become intoxicated (Hart et. al., 1963). A rat MU) curve of• 

• 	anDunt of toxin injected versus survival time is shown in Fig. 15. 
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• Figure 15. Survival times of 300g rats after intravenous 

injections of various anounts of the a fraction of crystalline 

cOtullflUEtL tOXin. 



Even the rnininun dose necessary to kill a rat is several orders 

of magnitude above that needed to kill a mouse (10 8mg). By in-

jecting an amount of toxin that will kill a rat within 1 hour, 

one would have placed into the animal a 100,000-fold greater 

concentration of poison than is necessary to kill a mouse. If 

toxin were actually being taken up. by brain tissue,• this con-

centration should provide ample poison for the brain tissue to 

beccme contaminated. 

Table 2 presents the results of a series of. experinnts in 

Which various organs from intoxicated rats were removed and fed 

to fasted miàe. Kidney, liver, and lung, plus blood (which was 

injected) were all lethal. The brain and the diaphragm proved. 

not to be. lethal.  

An attempt has . been made here to detennine if the neurotoxic 

a canWnLent of the aggregate toxin molecule is the causative 

agent of CNS pathophysiology during intoxication. By all tests 

employed, the a toxin appears unable to distort the CNS activity 

of poisoned animals. In neither cats nor rabbits is there any 

alteration of the ongoing EEG after the animals have been anin- 

istered toxin. Both. ACh and NorE levels of experirrentafly poisoned 

animals are indistinguishable from those of control animals. Add-

itionally, tests with the , or hemagglutinating, component of 

botulinum toxin shced it to be ineffective in changing either 

the . EEG or the brain levels of neurohurrors. 
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• 	. 	The ingestion by mice of ctholinergic organs removed from 

intoxicated rats did not prove to be fatal. The result is 

explainable in. at least three ways:• (a) the amounts of a 

toxin that 4re bound to the cholinergic organs are insufficient 

to poison recipient animals; (b) once c toxin is bound to a 

• 	cholinergic organ, it cannot be desorbed for subsequent toxicity; 

or (c) in the case of brain tissue, no a toxin may have been 

found because of an inability of the agent to traverse the 

blood-brain barrier. There is insufficient evidence to express 

a preference for any one of the alternatives. 

The failure to duplicate with a and 8 cononent previously 

positive CNS effects remains to be explained. First, note must 

be taken that it is reasonable to seek an explanation The 

frequency with which investigators have reported changes in the 

central nervous apparatus of intoxicated animals makes unlikely 

the conclusion • that the effects are the products of spurious • . 
(. 	 •• 	. 	 • 	 .. 	.• 

observations (see introductory chapter). More likely, the fragmant 

of the botulinum molecule which does produce the in vivo . 'Js 

effect is not identical to a. . 
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Overview of Section III 

It has been noted both in our laboratory and in the Army Labs 

• 

	

	at Edgewood Arsenal that freshly crystallized bbtulinum toxin does 

not affect the brain. Perhaps it is too large to cross the blood- 

brain barrier. On the other hand, aged toxin, which has had an 

opportunity to spontaneously degrade, does affect the brain. The 

• 

	

	EEG flattening and ACh increases must be due to a degradation pro- 

duct of the toxin (See Introduction). 

It is not possible to "prepare" aged toxin, for in fact we do 

not know how long the toxin must be stored until degradation will 

occur. This presents a problem to our intention expressed in the 

Explanation of Section II. Namely, how can we use toxin to localize 

cholinergic synapses if we cannot prepare the toxin fragment which 

enters and affects the brain. An alternative approach is available. 

Rather than making the toxin fragments smaller, we might make the 

blood-brain-barrier more leaky. 

Before this can be undertaken, though, we must know that toxin 

can be made to exit from. the circulatory system at sites other than 

peripheral cholinergic junctions. Without knowing this, brain re-

sults would be inconclusive, especially if we could not histologically 

localize toxin in the brain. 

The problem has arisen at a fortuitous time. It has been proposed 

that the mechanism of botulinun toxin action is interference with the 

role of 5-fIT in cholinergic transmission (See Introduction). One ex-

perimental ground for this hypothesis is the observation that 5-fIT 
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given shortly before challenge with botulinum toxin will markedly 

prolong survival tines of challenged mice.  The author has not. 

favored the 5-lIT hypothesis. He has assurred that prolonged survival 

is due to the ability of exogenous 5-HT to cause edema and thus 

cause loss of circulating toxin to many sites other than peripheral 

cholinergic junctions. 

The results which f011ow will show that the rrechanism of 

action of botulinurn toxin is not associated with 5-HT. They will 

suggest that exogenous 5-HT causes edema. The data pave the way 

for atterrting to get toxin into the brain by causing cerebral 

edema. 
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• 	 Methods and Materials 

Toxins Crystalline botulinum toxin was dbtained and was stored 

as described in the preceeding section. 

Nereistoxin as the oxalate salt was kindly supplied by Dr. Francis 

Johnson, Dow Chemical Ccany. Mixture of equinolar airounts of nereis-

toxin oxalate plus CaC1 2  resulted in a conversion of the toxin to the 

chloride and precipitation of calcium oxalate. The u.v. spectra of the 

chloride form of the toxin showed a maximum at 320 mp and was in agree-

rrent with a previous report both for intensity and for position of 

(jagiwara et. al., 1965). Solutions used for the dissolving of the 

nereistoxin and as the carrying medium for in vivo injections were 

• 	simply distilled water. 

Preliminary toxicity studies were conducted on both rats and 'nice. 

Solutions of nereistoxin ranging in concentration frcm 31 to 680 m 

per kg were administered i . p. A lethal dose for both rats and mice is 

about 24 mg per kg. I.v. injections are ccarable in toxicity to i.p. 

injections. Animals consistently experience trenors prior to death, 

and spastic rigidity was occasionally noted in the rats. 4nirnals 

receiving doses of 20 mg per kg experienced trenors, although the 

animals survived the injections. An additional observation made was 

that if mice were given 16 mg per kg. i.p. of nereistoxin, allowed 30 

rain of no treatment, then given an additional 16 	per kg, no death 

• 	 ensued. • Zpparently the animals can rapidly metabolize the poison, 

• 	because the dosage of the two injections, 32 mg per kg, was considerably 

greater than a lethal dose. 



Drugs Drugs used and their sources were: reserpine phosphate 

(Serpasil), gift from CIBA; imipramine (Tofranil), gift from Geigy 

Pharmaceuticals; serotonin (creatin sulfate complex), 5-hydroxyindole-

acetic acid (cyclohexylarnrronium salt•CH 3OH), d-alanine, and d-tu.bocur-

anne chloride, purchased from Calbiochem; 5-hydroxyt±yptophol, pur-

chased from Regis Chemical Company; crystalline bovine albumin, pur-

chased from Anmur Pharmaceutical Carpany, hemicholinium-3 and d-amphet-

amine, purchased from Aldrich Chanical Company. d-Alanine-l-C-- 14  (lOmc/ 

mM) was obtained from International Chemical and Nuclear Corporation, 

and 5-hydroxkryptarnine-2-C- 14  (5 mc/mM) was obtained from New England 

Nuclear. Radioiodinated human serum albumin (1125) was obtained from 

Mallinckrodt Nuclear. 

Pargyline (Eutonyl) was a gift of Abbott LabOratories, and p -

chiorophenylalaniné (Fenclonine) was supplied by . (las. Pfizer and Co. 

The airounts of most agents administered are indicated in the experinental 

section of the paper. Parglyine was injected twice, at 48 hours and at 

24 hours prior to toxicity testing. The drug was given intraperitoneally 

at a concentration of 50 rrg/kg with saline as the Vehicle. p-Chloro-

phenylalanine was administered at 72, 48 and 24 hours before experirren-

tation. The rrethod of introduction was intraperitoneal in pH 11 saline. 

With the exception of toxins, which were given into the tail vein, all 

drugs were administered intraperitoneally. 

Nerve-muscle preparation In vitro work was perfornd on the. iso- 

lated rat phrenic nerve-diaphragm preparation. The technique of renoval 

and stimulation was similar to that reported by Buibring (1946). 
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Preparations were stimulated at a frequency of 7 pulses per minute 

with a pulse duration of 0.1 msec.. Muscle twitches were recorded 

on siroked paper. The bathing solution was a nodified Ringer-phosphate-

bicarbonate solution containing: 

Na+ 	 142.2mM 

Cl- 	 . . 	125.8 mM 

6.9mM 

H2PO4 	. 	 1.2 mM. 

HCO
3 	. 	 23.7 mM 

- - 	 S042 	 12mM 

Glucose 	. 	. 	15.4 mM 

o rr 

Mg 	 12mM 

The temperature was maintained at 37-38 1 , and the tissue was gassed 

by a 95% 02,  5% CO2  

Irradiation techniques Several groups of animals were given whole 

body exposure from a Philips (Holland) x-irradiatjon device (230 Ky, 15mP., 

1.0 rtim Al filter and 0.5 rrm Cu filter). Total dose was 550 rads given at 

a rate of 136 rad/min for 4.05 mm. Pnima1s were restrained in plastic 

cages such that the focal distance from source to skin was 30 an. Both 

dose and rate were calculated in air with a Victoreen chamber. - 

Extraction of serotonin Serotonjn was extracted from nerve-dia-

phragms by a technique similar to that, of Bogdanski, Pletscher, Brodie 

and tidenfriend (1956) as modified by Mead and Finger (1961) The major 

difference arose in having to compensate for the far greater difficulty 

of homogenizing striate muscle as compared to brain, the tissue for 



which the techniques were developed. Nerve-diaphragms were quickly 

excised from decapitated animals, frozen in liquid nitrogen, then 

pulverized. Homogenization and extraction proceeded as previously 

described from this point on.. Alanine was extracted by a .rrore nodest 

technique. Frozen, pulverized tissue samples were homogenized in a 

3 ml aqueous solution, the debris spun out in a clinical centrifuge, 

and the supernatant sampled. 

Radioisotope counting Counting was done in a Packard 3375 

scintillation counter. The entire sample from the serotonin ex-

traction (approx 1 2 ml) or 1 ml from the alanine extraction were 

counted The sample was added to a counting vial containing 17 ml of 

counting fluid (820 ml tolulene, 180 ml Bio-solv, 5.0 gm PPO, 0.2 g 

Di Me POPOP). Samples were counted 10 mm apiece for 3 cycles; 

efficiency was 55%. Controls were run by adding known anounts of the 

amino acids (1.2 x 104  dpit 5-liT or 5.2 x 10 dpm alanine) to tissue 

blanks, and subsequently running these through the extraction and 

counting procedure. 

Experimental animals animals for toxicity testing were male, 

Swiss albino mice, weighing 20-25 gins, purchased from Charles Rivers. 

Irradiation stxlies were performed on 20725 gin male l  hybrid mice 

obtained from Bar Harbor, Maine. The animals were maintained on ad 

libitum food and water schedules. No special precautions were extended 

to the irradiated mice. Both strains of mice were comparable in 

susceptibility to botulinal poisoning. 550 rad did not represent a 

lethal exposure (LD5030) for the L.F1  mice. Male 250-300 gm albino 

rats were purchased from Biosciences of California and were used in 

isotope studies and for in vitro work. 
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The Site of 5-liT Activity 

Tests on the Isolated Nerve-Muscle Preparation The vrk thus 

far has given little clue as to the physiological focus at which 5-liT 

and botulinum toxin interact. As :noted in the Introduction, several 

previous studies have indicated that the synaptic junction could be 

the focus A simple test was provided by rerroving the rat phrenic 

nerve-diaphragm and testing the effects of various drugs on the re-

sponsiveness of the preparation. The phrenic nerve-diaphragm .pre- 

• paration was chosen because animals injected with toxin typically. 

die of respiratory distress due to paralysis of the neuromuscular 

junction at the diaphragm. Figure 16 shows the response of a nerve 

. 	 . 

muscle preparation poisoned with 7 x 10 
2  LD50  botulinun toxin per milli- 

• 

	

	liter of bathing solution. There is a latency after addition of the 

toxin in which the twitch height is unchanged, but eventually the 

height of the twitch is reduced and ccrplete paralysis ensues. At a 

toxin concentration of 7 x 10 2W50/rnl, paralysis occurs in about 110 

minutes. The addition of several concentrations of 5-liT and 5-HIAA 

to the preparation did not delay the onset of nèuranuscular failure. 

Disappearance of 5-liT from nerve-di.phragm Earlier work has shown 

that 5-liT must be administered 30-60 minutes prior to challenge by a 

neuromuscular poison if it is to provide maximal protection (Boroff and 

Fleck, 1967). A dosage of 9 mg/kg is routinely used to demonstrate the 

effect. In our studies, 25 pg of radioactive 5-liT (3.2 x 10 dpit) was, 

injected intraperitoneally simultaneously with 230 pg of cold 5-HT At 

various timas after injection, groups of mice (Group N=6) were decapitated 
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Figure 16. Recording of the response of the isolated phrenic nerve-

diaphragm. The preparation was stimulated for 30 minutes prior to 

the introduction of botulinum toxin, 7 x 1.02  LD 50/ml. After addition 

of the nerve poison, responding continues normally, but then begins 

to diminish and eventually fail. The record shows 1.10 minutes of 

responding from the addition of toxin to complete paralysis. Neither 

5-HT nor 5-HIAA (both at I x IO M) altered the time course of the 
-5 paralysis. Levels of the agents less than I x 10 M also failed to 

protect the preparations. Levels above this far exceed the concentra-

tion of 5-HT found in vivo at the nerve-diaphragm when protection occurs. 
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• 	and bled. Nerve-diaphragms (1 an of nerve and 1 an 2  of subsynaptic 

muscle) were excised. 5-HT which appears at the mouse nerve-diaphragm 

• 

	

	following a 0.25 rng injection is presented in Figure 17. A smooth 

curve has been drawn to accomodate the few time points tested.. More 

inportant than the specific shape of the curve, however, is the 

rapid diminution of 5-UT present at the studies . synapse. 

A useful comparison was provided by subsequently noting the time 

course of d-alanine disappearance from the nerve-diaphragm. This part-

icular substance was selected for two reasons: (i) It is a small 

nolectilar weight amino acid that should: enjoy the same diffusional 

characteristics as 5-UT, (ii) Its molecular configuration will 

diminish the probability of tissue uptake. Consequently measurements 

should largely reveal concentrations in blood or extracellular space 

(synaptic environment) rather than cellular compartrrentalization. 

Alanine was administered by the same route and in the bane dose as 

the indoleantLne. Figure 17 shows the data from the experiment.. Al-

though alanine appears at first to be more rapid in departing the' 

nerve-muscle tissue, the measurements for both amino compounds at the 

40 min and 60 min points are comparable. 

Acute toxicity of d-tubocurarine and hemiçho1in±n-3 Acute 

toxicity experirrents were conducted on experinntal mice injected with. 

either curare or henijcholjniurn-3 (HC-3). It was: determined that 2ig 

curare/mouse, given into the, lateral tall vein, 'would cause death in 

approximately X=1.2 min. HC-3 administered similarly but at a dose of 

10 pg/mouse caused death in approximately X=6 .4 min. Two groups of' 

mice were given 9 m,'lcg 5-kIT. After a 60 rnin delay, one group received 
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Figure 17 Time course of radioactive 5-19 and d-alanine dis-

appearance fran the itüse phrenic nerve-diaphragm. Intraperitoneal 

injection of' 0.25 ,nq was followed by sacrifice and extraction of the 

amino .canpounds. At time 40 or 60 mm • there is no less d-alanine 

than 5-HT at the synapse. 



curare and the other received HC-3. Survival tines were: curare 

2=2.1 mm; HC-3 X=16.0 mm. In both cases 5-NT pretreated animals 

given a cholinergic poison survived longer (p  <.01 than animals 

given only the poison. 

Studies on irradiated animals It has been suggested that 

5-NT could reduce toxin potency via a platelet• mediated mechanism 

(Simpson, 1968b). The hypothesis has been checked by exposing 

animals to high, but sublethal, doses of x-irradiation, a technique 

comrronly used to reduce platelet count (Cf Keleman et. al., 1963). 

Ten groups of animals (Group N=6) were used in the initial 

experinent. On the fourth and the second day before irradiation, 

a group of animals was sacrificed. Blood samples were taken, diluted, 

and counted for platelet content. On the day of irradiation, one 

group was sacrificed irimediately after x-ray exposure. Subsequent 

groups were sacrificed every second day after irradiation until day 

12. On day 12 we also inspected an unirradiated group to ensure 

similarity over time of platelet count in control animals. Fiqure 18 

shows the results. 

Following irradiation there is a progressive decrease in platelet 

count reaching an apparent minimum at day 10. Visual inspection of 

the animals did not reveal gross behavioral or appearance adversities 

as a function of irradiation. A second set of animals was irradiated 

and . left until day 10. At this tine, one grOup of mice was injected 

with 5-NT (0.23 1m/nDuse; 9 mg/kg) and placed aside for 60 min before 

challenge with botulinum toxin. Quite unexpectedly, the entire group. 

89 
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• 	 Figure 18. Platelet count in blood as a function of whole body 

• 	(550 rads) irradiation. Control mice have approximately 6.5 x 105  

platelets/mi of blood. . After irradiation . there is a steady decline 

in platelet content to less than 1 x 10. plathletè/ml of blood. 

Several mice exposed to this dose of irradiation were maintained for 

35 days with no deaths resulting. . 	 • 
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died. Apparently reduction in platelet number, plus whatever other 

physiological insults accarpany irradiation, severely augirents the 

minimum lethal dose of 5-MT in mice. This hypothesis was tested by 

performing a dose response study of 5-MT administered versus group 

survival. Table 3 shows the data. Irradiated mice are in fact far 

more susceptible to acute toxiOity from 5-MT than control animals. 

At less than one-tenth the dose that cont±ol animals will tolerate, 

irradiated mice will succumb. Included in the, table are survival 

tirres for control and irradiated mice following injection of two 

different concentrations of botulinum toxin. There is no difference 

in resistance between the control and experinntal animals. This 

latter observation indicates that there has not been a general 

collapse in irradiated animals' resistance to potentially toxic 

agents. Rather, the difference in group survival is a phenarenon 

perhaps specific to 5-MT. (It has similarly been observed, but 

with fewer mice, that control and irradiated animals have a similar, 

tolerance for kánamycin. This antibiotic, in sufficiently high 

doses, causes neuranuscular blockade, probably by chelating calcium.) 

The above result necessitated the testing of animals at lower 

than normal doses of 5-MT, but still at a concentration adi.rate to 

produce partial protection. Mice were injected 60 min prior  to toxin 

with 5-MT as indicated in Table 4. As can be seen, survival times 

are conparable following challenge with botulinum toxin. When pre- 

treated with 5-HT, both control and irradiated animals have prolonged. 
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survival tines, but that of the irradiated animals surpasses that of 

the controls. 

To ascertain if the cause of 5-liT induced death of irradiated 

mice is a flood of the amine to the phrenic nerve-diaphragm and 

possible synaptic inactivation, we again followed 5-HT appearance 

at the junction. Solutions of. 5-liT were prepared and injected as 

before. Figure 19 shows the outcome. There is a significant difference 

in the artount of 5-liT that could pass to the nerve-diaphragm in irrad-

iated mice (see extrapolated curves) if the injected dose is minimal. 

However, the difference is of small other, and it is only possible at 

those levels of 5-liT when rreasurements are obscured (observed curves), 

probably by residual blood.. The data certainly do not suggest synaptic. 

inactivation as the node of 5-liT toxicity. Control animals survive far 

greater concentrations of synaptic 5-liT than can even be presented to 

irradiated animals. 	. 	. 	. . 	. 	. 

Possible sites of uptake Several groups of animals were injected 

with imipramine, an agent which iITedes tissue uptake of 5-HT. One 

group received 20 mg/kg 45 min prior to 5-liT; a second group received 

the same dose twice, at 3 hr and 1 hr prior to 5}j'l1•.  Both groups re-

ceived. imipramine and 5-liT intraperitoneally. Botulinum toxin was given 

60 min after 5-HT. There were no significant differences between the 

survival tines of control 'nice and mice which received only imipramine. 

Also, . there were no differences between 5-liT groups regardless of whether 

or not there had been earlier administration of imipramine. There were 
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Figure 19. l½irount of 5-HT which reaches the nerve-diaphragm as a 

function of injected dose. Extrapolation of the observed data indicates 

that irradiated animals concentrate sanewhat rore 5-UT than ContrOl 

animals, but only if- the injected dose is sirall. 



nevertheless, the ordinary differences between 5-HT and non-5-HT 

treated animals. Obviously, the potency of botulinum toxin is 

unperturbed by imipramine; likewise, 5-UT produces its effect in 

spite of imipramine. 

5-UT residence in blood In Figure 20 are plotted the data 

from an eperirtnt in which blood levels of exogenous 5-UT were 

determined after injection of various anunts of the substance. 

Labeled serotonin was diluted with its unlabeled analogue, and 

injected at concentrations of 2.5, 5.0 and 9.0 rrg/kg. The 

injections were given into the gut of rats. . At tirrs 1, 2,. 3,. 

and 5 hr after injection, groups (Group N=3) were sacrificed and 

exsanguinated. 5-HT was extracted from blood, and calculation of 

iig 5-UT per ml of blood was made. From the graph it is clear 

that substantial amounts of the inddleamine appear in the blood, 

and that renoval is .a slow process. 

In Figure 21 ar graphed the survival tines of mice after single. 

or combined injections of 5-ItT and reserpine. Injections of reserpine. 

were given intraperitoneally 22 and 2 hr before toxin, or 21 and 1 

hr before 5-UT (5-UT was given 1 hr before toxin) as appropriate. 

Reserpine itself affords . protection against botulinal intoxication, 

presumably by liberating 5-UT. The fact that mice given combined 

injections of 5-UT and reserpine do not far surpass in survival time 

mice given only 5-UT or only reserpine adds to the assumption that 

reserpine acts by releasing endogenous 5-UT. Our experiirents listed 

above do not permit the conclusion that the liberated indoleamine is 

WA 
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toxin. The significant result is that canbination of 5-NT and reserpine, 
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of either (Group 3 and 4), thus suggesting .a catuonality of mechanism. 

Values (mean + S.D.) are Group 1= 38 ± 2 mm ;  Group 2= 48 ± 4 mm; Group 
3= 70 + 7 mm; Group 4= 68 ± 7 mm; Group 5= 79 ± 8 mm. 
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acting via platelets, mast cells, nervous tissue or the phrenic 

nerve-diaphragm synapse. Vascular reáeptors seem the most likely, 

though not the only, alternative.. 

Assuming the circulatory system to be the site of 5-HT action, 

there is at least one possibility that would not involve sites on 

tissue. Poisons could bind to plasma proteins, and serotonin could 

stabilize or promote further bindings. A consequence would be that 

• 

	

	formation of plasma protein-poison cinplexes 'would diminish the 

probability of active poison reaching and paralyzing synaptic 

transmission. We have found that incubation of botulinum toxin 

with albumin at a ratio of 1:10 will slightly reduce toxin potency. 

A sample experiment produced 'control survival times of X=58 mm, 

and prior albumin incubation survival times of X=62 mm. By 

adding serotonin to the incubation mixture, we were not able to 

• 	alter the magnitude of difference in survival, between control and 

experimental groups. The result was not unexpeáted, for 5-lIT 

itself shows little affinity for plasma protein (Meyer and Guttman, 

1968). 

Derivatives of 5-HT An atteupt has been made to assess metabolic 

• • 	as well as physical distribution of 5-liT. The major excretory products 

of exogenous 5-liT are 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA) and 5-hydro 

xytryptophol (5-HT'ol) (Airaksinen and Mattila, 1967). Either might 

be the true antagonist of ' . neuromuscular paralysis. Both agents were 

given singly to mice at a dose of 9 ni,4g. The-interval from injection 

to botulinum •. toxin challenge was varied, the points tested being 5, 



15, 30, 60 and 120 mm. In no instance were experimental mice more 

hardy in surviving intoxication. 

Respiratory rates. Mice were observed foflôwing the injection 

9 mg/kg 5-HT and 1 mg/kg d-artphetamine. The dose of arrhetamine was 

sufficient to produce visually conspicuous hyperactivity. The mean 

respiratory rate of cohtrol animals was aroximately 190/mm. That 

of anphetamine animals was >200/mm. There is not a significant 

difference between survival of control and aiTphetNnine pretreated 

anuials given lethal doses of botulinum toxin The respiratory rate 

of 5-UT pretreated animals was approximately 150/mm. 

Discussion 

Approximately ten years ago, Boroff (1959) demonstrated that loss 

of fluorescence of the botulinus molecule, the fluorescence having a 

maxima coincidental with that of tryptophan res'Idues, resulted in a 

90% loss in the toxin's potency. It was also shown that mice, if 

given 5-HT well befote challenge, would be partially protected against 

respiratory paralysis. The data fostered a natural hypothesis. The 

tryptophan residues of the toxin molecule are located in the reactive 

portion of the poison; i.e., tryptophan may be involved in the binding 

of botuljnum toxin to the  nerve membrane. Prior treatment of animals 

with 5-UT leads to prolonged survival becausethe indoleamine, whether 

or not it is involved in cholinergic transmission, could compete with 

or impede the attachment of botulinum toxin to the cholinergic nerve 

terminal. Unfortunately, the hypothesis has not withstood empirical 

examination. 

I. 
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Isolated neuromuscular preparations are not protected by 5-HP. 

In fact, 5-HP appears to exert no influence on normal cholinergic 

transmission. These observations have been substantiated by further 

work.: 5-HT shows a dramatic reduction in concentration at the phrenic 

nerve-diaphragm following exogenous presentation. This is contrary to 

what one might expect were the synapse the locus of interaction, 

especially since 5-liT requires 30-60 min before it is maximally 

active in countering paralysis. Furtheirrore, a comparison of 

exogenous 5-liT and d-alanine occurence at the neuromuscular junction 

shows a marked similarity between the two. 

Because 5-HT can protect against HC-3, curare, and botulinum 

toxin, each poisoning a different step in ACh netabolism or function, 

there must be a nonspecific protective action involved. That is, 

regardless of the locus or node of 5-HP activity, it is renoved 

from the processes of cholinergic function. In fact, evidence has 

not been forthcoming from any source that would make likely an 

important role for 5-liT in the neuromuscular apparatus. 

There does exist the possibility that 5-MT protects against 

neuromuscular failure by reducing activity of the phrenic nerve at 

some unspecified site proximal to the junction. This follows from 

the data of Hughes and Whaler (1962). In working with isolated 

phrenic nerve-diaphragm preparations, they observed that the rate of 

onset of botulinal paralysis was related to frequency of nervous 

activity. Several of our observations militate against this as an 
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explanation for the 5-HT phenorrenon. Firstly, the in vitro work 

showed that a doubling in survival required a 50-100 fold diminution 

in rate of nervo firing (Hughes and Wrialer, 1962). If respiratory 

rate is taken as an index of phrenic nerve activity, 5-HT treated 

animals do not show even a 2 fold reduction in nervous activity, yet 

survival is doubled. Furthermore, arrphetine, which increases 

respiratory rates, does not diminish survival times. Secondly, 5-HT 

is not active at the neuranuscular junction (see above) nor does 

exogenous 5-HT invade the central nervous system (Garattini and 

Vaizelli, 1966). To slow nervous activity it would have to act upon 

the distal nerve fibers. Again there is no evidence, for such an 

action of 5-Hr when administered in tolerable doses.. Finally, were 

5-Hr slowing nervous 'fction, this could explain protection against 

HC-3 and botulinum toxin. However, retarding the release of ACh 

should facilitate rather than antagonize cholinergic blockade by 

curare, a prediction at Odds with the observations. AccOrdingly, we 

reject the neuromuscular junction, plus any proximal neural site, as 

candidates for the protective action of 5-Hr. 

A major uptake site of exogenous 5-Hr isblood, and particularly 

platelets (Erspamer, 1956; Zxe1rod and Inscoe, 1963). . Platelets and 

their contents of 5-Hr have been implicated in systemic reactions to 

introduction of foreign bodies, for example anaphalactic and allergic. 

reactions (Waa]Jces et. al.., 1957; Grarattjnj and Vaizelli, 1966.) 

Coupling these findings prcipted the suggestion that 5-Hr could 

- reduce toxin potency via a platelet mediated mechanism (Simpson 196 Sb) . 
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A reasonable 'extension of this hypothesis would be that removal of 

platelets from test animals should considerably suppress the ability 

of 5-UT to counter poisoning. However, irradiation of animals 

sufficient to drastically reduce platelet count does not diminish 

resistance to botulinal poisoning. It does, to the contrary, make 

animals more receptive to protection by 5-UT. In addition, studies 

with imiprainine have excluded mast cells, platelets and nervous 

tissue in the periphery as sites of 5-UT anti-toxic activity. 

Imipramine strongly retards monoamine uptake by mast cells (Green, 

1966), platelets (Pletscher, 1968) and peripheral nervous tissue 

(Shore, .1962; Glcywinskj and Baldessarini, 1966). Nevertheless, 

challenged mice. pre-treated with imiprarnine and 5-I-IT survive as 

though only 5-UT had been given. 

Several sites of exogenous 5-I-IT uptake have not been overtly 

examined because of the unlikeliness of their. participation in the 

observed phenorrena. Both the brain and the gut are receptive to 

the actions of 5-UT (Roberts and Straughan, 1967; Davenport, 1966; 

Drakontides and Gershon, 1968; Day and Vane., 1963). But the brain 

is an unlikely site for 5-HT-botulinum toxin interaction because 

the poison is peripheral in its paralytic action. Similarly, the 

gastric pouch, duodenum or ileum are unlikely because intravenous 

poison passes directly to the neuromuscular junction without transit 

in the gastrointestinal tract. 5-UT is known to induce bronchospasm 

(Canroe, 1965), but this would facilitate rather than antagonize 

botulinal poisoning, respiratory distress being the result of intoxication. 
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5-UT will also redube the glanerular filtration rate (Erspaner and 

Ottolenghi, 1953), yet the size of the bötu.linus nolecule precludes 

its being part of the glonerular filtrate. 

There thus seem to be excluded virtually all sites for 5-UT 

action with the exception of vascular tissue. Indeed, our data 

rtiake the exception seem an attractive alternative. Exogenous 5-UT 

is appreciably taken up and retained within the circulatory system, 

so vascular receptors would closely approximate the 5-UT stores 

Expernnents with reserpine, which will liberate endogenous 5-UT 

from platelets (dà Prada et. al., 1967; da Prada et. al., 1968), have 

shown that receptors are sensitive to liberated endogenous 5-UT, and 

the circulatory system is a probable site into which the liberated 

amine could leak. 

The Mode of 5-UT Activity 

Toxins Two separate poisons of biological origin were employed 

in our studies. The utility of using two toxins lies in the diversity 

of their composition and. node of action. A consequence is that any 

drug which conparably alters survival of animals given either poison 

is likely to be exerting a nonspecific protective effect. Botulinum 

toxin and nereistoxin were the poisons used. Reports in the literature 

dealing with the foiiaer toxin are widely available, and it has been the 

subject of two recent synposia (Lewis and Cassel, 1964; Ingram and 

Roberts, 1966). The latter poison has been studies alnost solely in 

the Orient, although it has recently been synthesized by Dow Chemical 
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Company (Francis Johnson, personal cainication). Mention of this 

toxin in Western literature is almost nonexistant. 

Nereistoxin can be isolated from the marine annelid LuribrioDnereis 

heteropoda. It has the structure and spectra depicted in Figure 22. 

Its molecular weight is 3 orders of magnitude less than that of 

botulinum toxin. In Figure 23 is a dose response curve perfonrd on 

20-25 mg mice injected intravenously. Lethality begins at 0.40 nv/mouse. 

Increasing doses shorten survival time until a plateau in dose response .  

is attained. This is in distinction to botulinut toxin which shows a 

dose response over several orders of toxin concentration magnitude 

before plateau. Nereistoxin acts in a curariform manner and thus 

produces postsynaptic cholinergic blockade (Francis Johnson, personal 

corrmunication). Botulinum toxin acts presynaptically to suppress 

release of transmitter substance. 

NeurohunDral studies Table 5 presents the data from an experiment 

in which various amounts of epinephrine were given to mice 16 min before• 

toxin. It is possible to partially protect, animals, but at epinephrine 

concentrations comparable to those used with 5-HT, the catecholamine is 

substantially less active than the indoleamine. ACh has, likewise been 

given to mice (0.23 mtxuse) 2.5 min prior to botulinurn toxin. With 

this short interval between drug and poison, done to minimize metabolism 

of ACh, experimental animals 'live X=45 + 5 min as canpared with controls 

of X= 35 +2 mm. 
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Figure 22.. Structure and absorption spectra of nereistoxin. 
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Figure 23. Survival times of mice (Group N=20) injected intra-

venously (tail vein) with various anDunts of nereistoxin. The toxin 

was given in a 0.. 1 ml volume of distilled water. Death was apparently 

caused by respiratory arrest of cardiac failure. The dose response 

shows a steep incline followed by plateau, after which increases in 

dose do not markedly decrease survival. 
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Fonnaldehyde studies 	Mice injected intravenously with 24 mg/kg 

nereistoxin will die in 2.7 mm. Treatment 60 min prior with 0.23 mg/ 

rrouse 5-HT will increase survival to .5.9 mm (Simpson 1968b). Similar-

ly, mice injected with 10 5MW botulinum toxin die in 35 mm, whereas 

5-NT pretreatment lenghtens this to 61 mm. Injections of 0.1 ml of 

a 3.5% w/v formaldehyde in normal saline were given intraperitoneally 

to mice. After a 60 min delay, botulinum toxin (10 5MW) or nereis-

toxin (24 mg/kg) was given into the lateral tail vein. Survival of 

boutlinal intoxicated mice was X= 81 + 6 mm; that of nereis-intoxicated 

mice, 5= 6.8 + 0.7 mm. Formaldehyde proved to be the . most efficient 

ageiit yet tested to antagonize in vivo synaptic paralysis. 

Blood retention of exogenous material Determination of plasma 

concentrations of radioactive d-álanine and hnan serun albumin after 

injection in rats has been made. Amounts of 2.4 x 10 5  dpn d-alanine 

and 2.8 x 10 dpn albumin were injected into tail veins of seperate 

groups of rats. Calculation of residual plasma concentration of 

these ainpounds was made on control, 5-HT treated and formaldehyde 

treated rats. Blood samples were collected in hepariñized tubes 

and spun for 20 min in a clinical centrifuge. Samples or 0.1 ml of 

the supematant were counted by liquid scintillation. Figure 24 

clearly shows that both 5-NT and formaldehyde cause an apparent 

retention of d-alanine in plasma. Figure 25 is similar in that both 

5-NT and formaldehyde also produce an apparent retention of albumin 

in plasma. 5-NT in both cases is sanewhat more effective. 
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Figure 25, Retention of iod±nated human serum albumin following 

intravenous rnjection (2.8 x 10 dpn). Procedure and canment are 

identical to those in Figure 9. 
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lodinated human serum albumin can be used to determine whole blood 

volume through sinple dilution techniques. The determination was made 

on 285 gin rats, half. control and half injected 60 ntin prior with 9 m/ 

kg 5-FIT. Blood samples were collected 5 mm, after albumin administration. 

Data showed control animals to have a whole blood volume of approximately 

16 ml; 5-FIT pretreated animals, 12 ml. Moreover, visual comparison of 

cell volume to plasma volume after centrifugation (hematoc.rit) showed 

a clearly reduced fluid to cell ratio in the experimental rats. Thus 

our data indicate the concentration of d--alanine and albumin in plasma 

of experimental animals to be a result of enhanced water efflux. 

Tests with anti-edema compounds Considerable diffim.ilty was 

encountered in these experiments, for most agents tested had an 

action themselves with regard to intoxication. Table 6 shows an 

exaxiple. Cyproheptadine is an inhibitor of 5-FIT ±nduced edema 

(Northover. and Subrarnanian, 1962). When given 24 hr and again 30 

min prior to botulinum toxin, it produces a mean survival time of 

48 mm; in other words, it prolongs survival. ?nima1s that received 

5-FIT alone or 5-FIT after cyproheptadine lived identical lenghts of 

time. One may draw the tentative conclusion that cyproheptadine did 

counter 5-FIT, because projected survival of mice whose control value 

is 48 min should be 81-85 mm. The tenuousness of such data is 

obvious. Fortunately, there are caxpounds that have anti-edema effects 

without altering resistance to intoxication. Table 4 depicts the 

effects of airphetamine, wFdch partially antagonizes formaldehyde, and 

d-lysergic acid, which inhibits 5-FIT provoked edema. 
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Histamine studies In an earlier report. (Simpson., 1968b), note 

was made that histamine, at concentrations equal to those used with 

5-HT, was unable to protect against intoxication. However, several 

reports have shown that 5-HT is far more biologically active on a 

molar basis (Doepfner and Cerletti, 1958; Majno and Palade, 1961; 

Majno, Palade and Schoefi, 1961). The work of Doepfnér and Cerletti 

actually shows 5-HT to be two orders of magnitude more effective in 

producing edema in the rat. paw. Consequently, mice were injected 

with 10 rrg/anirnal histamine, or just over 40 fold the dose of 5-HT 

ordinarily used. As corrpared to control survival of X=. 35 mm, 

experimentals were R= 50 mm. Histamine did result in a notable 

protection. 

Serotonin possesses a peculiar ability to alter blood flow; ± .e, 

it tends to cause vasoconstrjction and dijiiin±shed blood flow to areas 

dilated at the time of injection, and vasodilation and increased 

perfusion in areas normative or constricted at injection. The latter 

consequence normally prevails at striate muscle. It is conceivable, 

however, that increases in perfusion throughout the system would out-

weigh that at the phrenic nerve-diaphragm and other neuromuscular 

synapses. The result in toto would be a reduced probability that a 

toxic agent in the blood would be distributed to labile synapses. To 

assess this possibility, we have examined the consequence of pretreating 

animals with vasoactive ccmpounds and noted the subsequent survival 

times after challenge with poison. Epinephrine, at high concentrations, 

and ACh, by interacting with their respective receptors, will promote. 
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a diminished blood perfusion of striate muscle. Both were tested 

for their ability to offset in vivo synaptic poisoning, and both 

did produce significantly prolonged survival. Yet neither of the 

agents was as effective as 	 60 We conclude that shunting toxic 

blood away from sUsceptible sites will afford protection, but it is 

• unlikely that 5-HT60  operates via this mode of action. 

A more feasible alternative is that 5-HT 60  is provoking edema. 

By so doing, it would produce (1) Loss of circulating poison into 

the subendothelial sPace. Studies with carbon suspensions during 

inflaxnmatjonindjcate that material is retained in the space for 

considerable tirr (Majno,. Palade and Schoëfl, 1961), (ii) loss of 

circulating p6ison to lymph. Protein which disappears from plasma is 

lost larely . to lh, and there is little return (Wasserman and 

Mayerson, 1951), and (iii) A change in localization characteristics. 

At least for botulinun toxin, the loci in the body at which it 

accumulates are highly specific, there being no randan distribution 

throughout tissues (Zacks et. al. 1962; Zacks, 1965). The outcori 

of these actions would be a severe reduction in the quantity of poison 

available in the circulation for distribution. 

The data reported herein actually favor edema as the process 

whereby 5-HT60  partially inhibits intoxication. Both 60 and 

formaldehyde are provokers of circulatory exudate. Formaldehyde 

has been shown to be an antagonist of in vivo synaptic. paralysis, 

and edema formation is one of the few effects that it shares with 
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serotonin. Additionally, both agents are non-specific in that they 

counter• either pre-or postsynaptic transmission blockade; that is, 

they counter either botulinum toxin or nereistoxin. Peduction in 

the probability of toxin distribution, to labile synapses could well 

account for the non-specificity of protection. 

Several observations . substantiate the presence . of edema in 

animals treated with 5-}fl' or formaldehyde. Firstly, there is a 

profound efflux of water from the circulatory system. This was 

shown by (i) the apparent increase in adthinistered albumin and 

d-alanine concentration in blood . of experimental as conpared to 

control rats, (ii) the reduced fluid to cell ratio of the experimental 

animals' hentocrit, and (iii) the reduced whole blood volume in 

experimental' animals. With regards to the blood volurre, the difference 

of 16 ipl for controls and 12 ml for experimental animals may have been 

even greater. The determination, is made by calculating the dilution 

of albturtin in blood, albumin being normally retained well in blood 

vessels (Aschheim and Farber, 1962). However, in 	60 animals the 

vessels presumably are leaky to albumin (In ±he ordinary situation, 

botulinum, toxin leaks out of vessels, for accuu1ation., only at 

cholinergic sites. The enphasis of the edema proposal is that, during 

the edematous situation, there are additional sites of leakage and 

accumulation). This will result in smaller recOvery of the isotopic 

protein, and subsequently uard . distortion in blood volume figures. 

In any event, the loss of water confirms the underlying edema, and 

edema certainly, means accumulation of extravascular exudate. 
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Other data are likeise confirmatory. Drugs that are anti-edema 

agents and specific to 5-kiT or formaldehyde reduce the potency of 

these agents. CyproheptacUne, d-lysergic acid and amphetamine are 

exanples. Furthernore, drugs which have previously been found to 

counter 5-MT60  are also anti-edema capounds, notably 1-benzyl-2-

nthyl-5-hydroxytryptamine and several rronoamine oxidase inhibitors 

(Allison, 1965; Simpson and Tapp, 1967;Boroff and Fleck,1967). 

Finally, histamine, one of the most implicated substances in naturally 

occuring inflration, has been shown to protect mice. That it is 

not as effective. as 5 ffT60  is not surprising since its nolar activity 

is less than 1/100th that of serotonin (Doepfner and Cerlétti, 1958; 

Majno and Palde, 1961). 

Obviously 5-MT is of no therapeutic consequence in synaptic 

paralysis, for its administration must preceed administration of the 

toxin if it is to afford protection. Of theoretical consideration, 

serotonin might not even protect completely if given before the toxin. 

Edema might well retard passage of toxin to the synapse, but its 

effect is finite. Animals may live longer, yet eventually succumb. 

It is our belief that evolution of pharmacological agents, which will 

counter or dislodge toxin fixed to nervous tissue, will occur only 

when the toxin-nervous tissue interaction is adequately described. 
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It has now been shown that botulinurn toxin, or more probably 

some fragment of the toxin, can affect the C3S. It has also been 

shown that the toxin can be made to leave the circulatory system 

at sites other than the peripheral cholinergic junction. An ex-

perimental design has been based on these data. 

Rats have been given several ampounds which produce either 

generalized or localized edema. Freshly crystallized toxin was 

given either in the company of or following these carounds. 

Subsequently, samples of brain and of muscle were prepared as 

tissue slices. The tissue samples were t±eated with a botulinum 

antitoxin-dye complex. The treated tissue slices were visualized 

to determine localization of toxin. 

The technique was highly successful in pinpointing toxin at 

the cholinergic neuromuscular junction. However, all brains were 

uniformly negative in terms of showing deposition of tagged anti-

toxin. 

11 
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Methods and Materials 

Toxin Crystalline botulinum toxin was obtained and was 

stOred as described in the preceeding section. Bivalent Botulism 

Antitoxin (MB) was, obtained from Ledérle LaboratOries', Pearl 

River, New York. The antitoxin was used undiluted (330 units/mi). 

Drugs Drugs whose sources have not previously been men-

tioned include: Lissamine-rhodainine and Fluoresceinisothiocyanate, 

Calbiochem; deoxycorticosterone acetate, CaThioch; dimethyl 

sulfoxide, Matheson Coleman & Bell; and Bio-Gel P-30, Bio-Rad 

Laboratories. 

Edema production Two methods have been employed.: In the 

first, an ediogenic compound was administered, a delay allowed, 

and then botulinum toxin was given. 5-In', , foirnaldehyde., and de-

oxycorticosterone acetate (tXJCl) fell into this category. 5-HT 

and forrnaldehyde were given by the route and in the dose suggested 

in the previous section. JX)C1' was given once daily (10 rrq/rat; 

rats beginning weight, = 187 s) subcutaneously. These animals 

were peimitted to drink noth1ing excepting a. 1% NaCl solution. 

This regimen was continued for 18 days before toxin, was injected. 

The second method was to give botulinum toxin in a vehicle 

which is ederrogenic. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DM90) served this purpose. 

In all cases" toxin was given into the carotid artery of 	. 

anaesthetized rats. Carotid exposure was described in Section II. 
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The needle and syringe, once injection was completed, were taped 

to the animals and maintained in place. This prevented loss of 

blood or poison through the site of injection. Animals were 

maintained for 60 min after toxin injection. 

Tissue slices Sacrificed animals had both their brains 

and diaphragms quickly renoved. The tissues Were frozen, un- 

fixed, onto tissue blocks. The same day of sacrifice, the tissue 

samples were sliced on a microtorre (kept in a cold roan at -10°C) 

and placed on quartz slides. Tissue thickness of slices was 12 p. 

Samples were freeze-dried imrrediately after fixation to slides. 

On the following day, the samples were brought to room tempera-

ture (22°c) and were set for two hours. Each slide was then 

bathed in a solution of antitoxin-dye (see below) for 30 rain. 

Three 10 min water rinses followed. Cover glasses were nxunted 

with a standard phosphate buffer-glycerol nKuntant. On the third 

day of the procedure, the. tissue was visualized and photographed 

with the aid of a Zeiss U.V. Photomicroscope. 

Antitoxin-dye conjugation The general procedure for fixing 

a fluorescent dye to protein has been described (Rinderknecht, 

1964. The procedure has been followed with the single exception 

that colurrns were packed with Bio-Gel P-30 rather than Sephadex 

G-2 5. Both £luorescein and Rhodamine have been fixed to antitoxin. 

The resulting dye-antitoxin complex retains biological activity, 

although it is somewhat diluted by cohnm treatment, The 



fluorescein corrlex was chosen for histologidal work because the 

color was more in contrast with tissue coior.  

EEG A siJTple method of EEG recording has been enployed. 

Rats, anaesthetized with Nembutal, had three jeweler's screws in-

serted in their skulls. Leads from the screws were run to an 

oscilloscope, and the EEG was visually displayed. 

Results 

Control tissue Both brain and diaphragm tissue slices have 

been incubated in vitro in solutions of fluorescein labelled 

botulinum antitoxin. Even when bathed in dye-antitoxin solutions 

which have not been diluted, neither tissue binds the conjugate. 

Fig 26 shows both a light and a U.V. photanicrograph of rat 

brain (area of the caudate nucleus). The tissue is virtually in-

distinguishable in the U.V. situation owing to the absence of any 

fluorescent tissue. Figuxe2.7 shOws asixnilar result on the 

diaphragm. 

Intoxicated anthals Brain and diaphragm differ markedly in 

their response to antitoxin, if the tissues are taken from poisoned 

animals. Rats were given lO ML!) botulinum toxin via the lateral 

tail vein. After a three hour delay, the animals were sacrificed 

and perfused. Sanles of brain and diaphragm were frozen, unfixed, 

on bloks. Tissue slices were prepared as described above. 

122 
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Figure 26. Light (a) and U. V. (b) photomicrograph of rat candate 

nucleus. Part b is dark owing to the absence of fluorescent dye. 

Magnification is 400X. 
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Figure 27. Light (a) and U. V. (b) photornicrographs of rat 

diaphragm. Magnification is 400X. 
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Figure 28 shows a section of brain from a poisoned animal. 

The figure is representative in that no slices were found which 

bound the dye-antitoxin. The muscle, on the other hand, bound 

the conjugate. As Figure 29 shows,there is preferential uptake 

of antitoxin-dye. Conparison of the light with the U.V. photo, 

hoth showing the same section, reveals that the fluorescent 

binding is localized at the neuromusdular junction. Binding is 

:not spurious throughout the tissue. 

5-liT and :fonnaldehyde studies Animals were given 5-lIT or 

formaldehyde as described previously. A .1 hr delay was allowed, 

4 
then 10 MLD botulinum toxin was given into the carotid artery. 

A second 1 hrdelay ensued, after whith.the rats were sacrificed. 

Conparison of treated brain slices from these animals with 

brains of animals receiving only toxin showed no differences. In 

neither case did the brain bind the fluorescent tag. 

EOCA studies Rats' given ExJCA go through a series of changes, 

two of which are highly consPicuous. The animals consume large 

amounts of fluids, and they become rather puffy in appearance. 

The regimen of daily IX)CA injections must be conducted for 7-10 

days before changes becane notable. 

Animals so treated were given .l0 NLD toxin into the carotid 

artery.. Both brain and diaphragm were later examined. The muscle 

was similar to that of animals given solely poison in that the 

fluorescent marker acctilated preferentially at the neuromuscular 

junction. Brain was uniformly negative in binding dye. 
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XBB 696-4408 

Figure 28. Light (a) and U. V. (b) photomicrographs of candate 

nucleus from botulinal poisoned rat. Magnification 400X. 



Figure 29. U. V. photomicrographs of rat diaphragm from 

botulinal intoxicated rats. Colored areas represent fluorescent 

anti-toxin, and indicate presence of motor nerve endings. 
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DMSO studies. 1ats were given 104  MU) toxin in a 20% DMSO 

solution, injections again being intra-arterially. Slices of 

brains from these animals failed to bind botulinum antitoxin. 

Muscle binding was localized to the endplate region. 

EEG recordings At least one animal from each of the experi-

mental situation above was used for EEG studies. The intention 

was to determine if botulinum toxin, in the presence of an eden-

genic compound, would flatten the EEG. No positive results, 

however, were forthcoming. 

• Botulinum toxin is highly specific in its in vivo localiza-

tion; it accumulates solely at cholinergic junOtions (Zacks et al., 

1962). An atterrpt has been made here to visualize the whereabouts 

of botulinurn toxin, once bound to tissue, by employing fluorescent 

labelled antitoxin. 

The technique has proven very successful for localization of 

botülinum toxin at the cholinergic neuromuscular junction. Sites 

of intense fluorescence can be seen in appropriately treated 

tissue. There is never a random or spurious localization of dye-

antitoxin throughout the tissue. This is in keeping with the 

report of Zacks et al. (1968).. 

Attempts to label brain, -however, have met with consistently 

negative results. The explanation could be twofold. Either the 
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poison did not get into the brain, or insufficient quantities 

for our labelling experiments got into the brain. In spite of 

use of ederiogenic ccmpounds (actually only DOCA is known to cause 

cerebral edema--the other agents were tested because of their 

known peripheral edematous activity), the former alternative is 

probably the correct one. EEG' s taken on experimental animals 

did not reveal any obvious pathophysiology that cxuld be attributed 

to lx)tulinal intoxication. 

The question then arises, is it feasible to pursue the problem 

of localizing brain cholinergic synapses by use of botulinum toxin. 

The author thinks so. As described in the Introduction, botulinum 

toxin is assurrd to exert its brain effects only after it has de-

graded in acetate buffer. In other words, a neurotoxin fragment 

of botulinum toxin exerts the effect. This assumption has been 

strongly fortified by a personal cormiunication to the author, 

the comriunication arriving precisely as thesis was being corn- 

pie ted. 

Daniel Dracbman, of the New England Medical Institute, has 

studied the effects of botulinuth toxin on muscle, his principal 

concern being the trophic influence of nerve on muscle The 

chick embryo is customarily used in his studies. During the past 

six nDrths, he has noted that his supply of toxin has been killing 

the chick embryos. This is extraordinary, because chicken embryos 

do not require musculature to breath. As a result, paralysis of 

the breathing apparatus should not result in death. 
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This observation led Dr. Dracbman, to request another supply 

of toxin. This he tested, and it too caused death. The toxin 

was then rettirned to the supplier with the request that it be re-

crystallized. Upon recrystallization, the toxin no longer was 

lethal to chick emhryos. 

Both the initial supply of toxin, as well as the second 

supply, had been stored in acetate buffer. This leads one to 

conjecture that the 'embryos died because toxin had degraded in 

the acetate buffer to something capable of paralyzing central 

synapses. An obvious outcome would be death. 

The problem of localizing central cholinergic synapses still 

lies before us. Apparently botulinum toxin will need to be f rag-

mented, and the fragments identified, before the problem can be 

re-assaulted. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa-
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in-
fringe privately owned rights; or 
Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any in formation, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro-
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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